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“Ask, and it will be given to you; seek, and you will
find; knock, and it will be opened to you. 

For everyone who asks receives, and the one who
seeks finds, and to the one who knocks it will be

opened.”



How could we claim to “have received” without even
asking? How could we claim to “have already found”
when in reality we don’t even try to seek? How could

we claim that “the door is open” when we haven’t even
knocked it in the first place?
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Chapter 1:
Introduction

It was around the middle of the year 2016 when my inner-

self began to shift and I recognized myself being awakened

from the many years of slumber, but not until undergoing 

some extended period of discontentment, emptiness and 

spiritual agitation (or what many call it as “the dark night 

of the soul”), where I found myself struggling immensely 

deep within. So many questions lingered in my mind, 

mostly starting with “why” and “how”, questions about my 

existence, about the world, the universe, the purpose of 

this life, etc. and at one point they culminated in the so-

called ego death, where I felt completely “crushed” and 

lost my sense of willpower, as I could feel my gut hitting 

the rock-bottom. I surrendered myself and admitted a 

complete defeat, because I no longer had any energy left to

keep taking control of my life. I could not understand and 

see the purpose in handling this so-called “life” that felt 

way too fake/synthetic, and in many instances too evil to 

be considered as “worth living”. Everything seemed to be 

just a game of survival. A sinister and very dark game 

indeed. I could no longer move on in this status quo.

Not too long after my complete surrender, I started to 

experience a series of strange synchronicity; the term in 

which I was already quite familiar (learned a bit of C.G. 



Jung back in the University, and yes, also from The Police 

album), but never knew I could ever experience that 

myself. This series of synchronistic events led me to make 

some bold decisions, including selling my home, paid-off 

debts, left a full-time job, and moved to another city 

(which I previously had no idea where exactly), all 

happened within the same year: 2016. The only guidance 

was the subtle signs interpreted from those 

synchronicities. People may argue that signs can be 

dismissed as coincidences, but what really is a 

coincidence? There’s no such thing as coincidence. If life is

merely a coincidence and I was born as a result of 

coincidence – only to experience series traumatic events 

and failures with the aim just to survive by being selfish in 

a rat-race, then it is completely meaningless. In the bottom

of my heart, I strongly felt that it wasn’t that life itself is 

meaningless, but I wasn’t just able to find that meaning of 

life which is somehow concealed. 

Unaware at first, after some months of getting weird 

experiences and having strange physical symptoms, I then 

realized this is what people call as Spiritual Awakening. 

But it was far from “the trip of wonder and awe” like the 

effects of DMT, ayahuasca, or certain mushrooms, but 

instead, I began to feel negative energy from people and 

environment. I lost some friends (and even relatives) as 

they backed away for no obvious reason. I could no longer 

eat most meat as my stomach rejects them, and I started to



become embarrassingly more and more emotional. My 

ears started to hear annoying high-pitched ringing sounds.

I regularly wake up around 2 or 3 AM for no reason, and 

often see repeating numbers on the digital clock, 

sometimes multiple times a day. There are many other 

symptoms, but the huge part of this shift is when I’ve 

received continuous revelations regarding who we are and 

where we are. Basically, the knowledge of the universe, the

hidden or suppressed history of the Earth, our species and 

humanity, the control-system of the world, and how 

ancient civilizations and empires came about, far beyond 

what is told officially in normal education, tradition and 

religion because they are being suppressed and twisted by 

the control-system. At some point, the revelations of this 

new knowledge caught me off-guard and I freaked out, 

literally, because many of them contradict my previous 

beliefs that I’ve got from dogma and propaganda since 

childhood.  It took courage to “deprogram” my old 

mindset, but at the same time these new understandings 

have given me some form of rest or closure from the many 

years of agitation, because it is the first time everything 

starts to come together and make sense.

I then started to buy many books (this alone freaked my 

wife out as I bought more books in one year than the 

previous 10 years combined), started to listen/watch many

interviews, lectures and speeches on YouTube, and found 

many individuals from different kinds of expertise 



(whether they’re investigative journalists, spiritual 

mentors, theoretical physicists, mystics, philosophers, 

psychologists, religious scholars, historians, etc.) whom I 

now regard them as my teachers because they give many 

insights in order to connect the dots, even though I may 

not agree in some of their views. 

In 2018, following the release of “Deeper Underground” 

album, I decided to write the lyrics for the new songs, most

of them are now represented in “Quantum Resolution” 

album. All the lyrics have a common theme, which is about

seeking and understanding, and they have become the 

most spiritual and introspective ones I’ve ever written. 

They are all based on the new realizations that I’ve got.

"Quantum Resolution" is by-far the most important 

Kekal album from the lyrical perspective.  It can be 

considered as a "concept album" (the second of such 

from Kekal, after 2007 album "The Habit of Fire"), 

with all the songs relate themselves to the 

main/central theme, one way or another.

Thematically, the album possesses a very spiritual 

nature and the lyrics were written by music-

contributor & producer Jeff from what have been 

revealed continuously during his personal spiritual 

journey of awakening or so-called Gnosis. It tells 

about knowing who we really are and where we are 

going. The lyrics dig with our dark history from a 



distant past, and also dig into our present time and 

the future as well: what is our role here on Earth, 

and how do we deal with all the deceptions that are 

so rampant and very structural encompassing every 

aspect of life, as we are closing the chapter of our 

present age.

The above two paragraphs are taken from the album’s 

official press-release, and just like the previous album 

“Deeper Underground”, all the lyrics were written first 

before the music, so that the music acts as an 

accompaniment or soundtrack to the message written in 

the lyrics. I also decided to do an in-depth explanation 

about the lyrical background of every song. That’s when 

this discussion-style Q&A took form as a supplemental 

document that is made available via Bandcamp (in both 

mobile-phone friendly .epub file and .pdf) as a download 

link on the digital booklet when purchasing the digital 

version of the album. My suggestion is to enjoy and listen 

to the music first and let the music speak its own language,

then listen again while reading the lyrics, and then read 

this document as you might have questions in mind 

regarding the lyrics.

I really hope that this whole discussion will give some 

insight and enlightenment, to encourage ourselves in 

seeking and inquiring further regarding life in general. By 

no means this discussion is designed to confuse or to 

discourage anyone especially Kekal’s faithful listeners 



known from their diverse backgrounds, even though the 

subjects are quite “controversial” (enough to make 

Facebook to actually suppress Kekal and once deleted an 

early iteration of the Q&As after it was posted on Facebook

note) and some of you may find this as “disturbing” and 

“offensive” depending on your level of tolerance, because 

they don’t quite represent your current personal 

belief/conviction or political/ideological stance. Please be 

aware that this writing is not to be taken as a dogma 

either, as I am against it. Also, I may have some errors in 

understanding and interpretations because I’m still pretty 

much at the beginning of my journey of seeking and 

learning, and there are plenty still to be discovered and 

dots to be connected. However, despite all the 

imperfections and subjectivity, I can claim that what I’ve 

received so far right now is already getting much closer to 

the reality than everything that has been told in the 

mainstream narrative either through dogma and 

propaganda in the past 40+ years of my life. That’s one of 

the reasons I’m eager to share these revelations no matter 

how offensive they might be. In this case, please feel free 

to take this writing as some kind of reference point or 

insight, so that it may help to give clues whenever and 

wherever you may have your own personal quest about 

life. I encourage anyone reading this to use discernment, 

and let the heart be the guide, instead of logic. I believe 

that now is the moment of awakening, and we don’t have 

too much time as the Earth is undergoing a shift in the 



collective consciousness. Sooner or later, all souls will have

to choose one out of only two options: going towards the 

Light or away from the Light. We are currently standing 

right at the fork in the road.

March 2022 update: I have added some more 

paragraphs into the answers or replaced the original ones 

in the newest updated version of this writing. Chapters 

marked * on Contents page mean there are updates within 

the paragraphs. 

Thank you.

Jeff

Q: "Quantum Resolution" is said to be the 2nd 

concept album under the Kekal banner. The first 

one is of course the band's 6th album: the classic 

and highly-regarded 2007 "The Habit of Fire". Is 

there any similarity between the two in terms of 

the general concept of both music and lyrics?

Jeff: To some degree, there's a line that connects both 

albums, other than the fact that it’s the 6th and 12th album

respectively. "The Habit of Fire" basically tells the story 

about recognizing slavery in a kind of modern-day post-

dictatorship urban setting. It's a fictional story but based 

on a combination of real experiences from psychological, 

historical and existential perspectives. It tells about those 

in power, the authority, that always manage to enslave us 



as their workforce or "assets" for their benefits, by giving 

us false freedom and "robotic" mindset of needs, 

obedience and survival. Then after some period of 

confusion and isolation, the protagonist found that he 

possesses the power of imagination, that can create a so-

called "alternate world" only from imagining or day-

dreaming. At first, he got freaked out and thought that he's

going insane because his "imaginations" became more and

more "real" and at some point even entered his perception,

but these so-called imaginations or fantasies actually 

helped him to escape his prisoner mindset (his sense of 

powerlessness), and with that he can actually fight his own

fears and terror. Towards the end of the album, on the last 

track called "Escapism", it talks about his escapism; a kind 

of fantasizing or imagining his escape from his prison of 

enslavement and that gave him hope as if he would finally 

find an escape in reality.

Now, the lyrics on "Quantum Resolution" tell roughly 

about the similar story, but based on my own spiritual 

journey and experience. And this is far more real to me. 

Since a few years ago, I've got so many synchronistic 

revelations leading me to receive new knowledge or 

insights, whether through in-depth research on history 

from many perspectives, archeological discoveries, myths 

and traditions from ancient civilizations, etc, down to the 

more recent findings in Quantum Field Theory, in order to

connect all the dots. It’s all based on the basic quest of 



getting to know who we are. Those which also help expose 

the lies and deceptions of so many things I previously held 

whether as a result of dogma and propaganda taught since 

my childhood days through education, religion, media and 

so on. Same thing, there was a period of me freaking-out 

when I came to the realization that this world and this 

whole perceptual "universe" of matter; our dimension 

including space-time, is some kind of illusion or 

"holographic" one. [reference link 1] [reference link 2] An 

imperfect "shadow world/universe/dimension" so to 

speak. The Matrix that "virtually" simulates or modeled 

after the real incorruptible one, and that we're somehow 

"bound" within this matrix where perception to this 

holographic “reality” seems to be real, without even 

realizing. Also some other revelations about the origin of 

our species, and the nature of this world that is ruled by 

these spiritual forces of evil that always try to enslave us. 

And also about the nature of god or gods that influenced or

even maybe directly told our ancient civilizations to 

worship as god(s), is/are not God in the true sense, but 

it/he/they became god(s) that most people tend to worship

due to the traditional and/or religious backgrounds, also 

because of the systematic deceptions. But on the upside, 

one of these realizations that I've got about who we really 

are, is that we are actually above those rulers in the Spirit, 

the Spirit that comes from the true God the Father/Source 

which enables us to communicate directly to the Source 

(without any mediation from religious authority) and lead 



us into ultimate re-connection to the Absolute Reality, 

once we're no longer in this "bodily prison"/avatar in the 

holographic universe. I've learned so much during this 

short period which I call it a journey of discovery, or 

gnosis by popular term. Many of the lyrics are based on 

the personal revelations that I've got. Later on, about early 

2018, I came across the suppressed old writings that were 

meant to be destroyed by those in power (which re-

appeared again not too long ago), which actually re-affirm 

almost everything that I've experienced and things that 

have been revealed.

Musically, I can't say much because there are 12 to 13 years

in between. I can't really go back to what Kekal had during 

recording "The Habit of Fire". The environment is very 

different now, and I don't have time to play around with 

anything as much as I did in 2006 when "The Habit of 

Fire" was recorded. "Quantum Resolution" is probably 

more "spacey" and maybe more “cosmic” at the same time,

and less complex in terms of structural arrangements than 

"The Habit of Fire". The lyrics are much more spiritual, so 

the music would reflect its introspective and esoteric 

tendencies than the almost over-the-top experimentation 

on "The Habit of Fire", because that album talks about 

wild imaginations as part of the story, while "Quantum 

Resolution" is about spiritual journey and personal 

revelations. “Quantum Resolution” is the most spiritual 

album I’ve ever written in terms of the lyrics.



Q: To those who think all the Gnosis and spiritual 

awakening stuff is either just part of the gimmick, 

a form of mental illness, or even just plain 

nonsense, what are you going to say to them?

Jeff: Well, I don't have a problem with those kinds of 

thoughts or statements, and I don't think it's necessary to 

respond in a way to create an argument. It's all based on 

their perception, so it's their own problem or whatnot. I 

might have thought the same thing prior to my own 

awakening. I previously thought that spiritual awakening 

was just a mere fringe religious and "new age" term, 

without any real spiritual significance that could really 

transform a person supernaturally. I was dead wrong. 

There's this popular saying "beauty is in the eye of the 

beholder", so in this case I would say "Gnosis is in the 

third eye of the receiver". It’s hard to believe it from the 

logic alone, unless we ourselves experience it. 



Chapter 2:
Quiet Eye

"behold, i am with you always, until the end of the age"

observe the signs of times with quiet eye

and contemplate these events in silence

as we are approaching quantum resolution

when earth is to be made new in cosmic reclamation

the day of tribulation is the day of purification

with love, we shall cross beyond the boundaries of spacetime

open the portals into new dimensions of eternity

where souls to be released from spiralling bondage

as it was prophesied so will it become

redemption has been done, captives are now free

unclouded is the destination of oneness eternal

with christ in me, we make complete reattachment

vibrations increasing as consciousness shifting

feel this truth as the flow of divine energy

connecting us to the source once again

and we will no longer fall back to sleep

embrace mystical transformation

enter the course of knowing god

our guiding spirit is the light that shines

through this process of becoming

Q: What is the meaning behind the title "Quiet 

Eye" and what does the song speak for?



Jeff: The term "Quiet Eye" has a double meaning in this 

case, first I need to explain its original meaning, which is 

actually a term referred to by Prof. Joan Vickers, and it's 

about putting a visual and mental focus on a single 

concentrated (not-broad) target before performing the 

task related to that. It is beneficial in sports and surgical 

training, to achieve better performance. The first line of 

the lyrics say "observe the signs of times with quiet eye", 

so it is about quietly but deeply observing our condition on

Earth (and the Universe) by noticing all the changes, 

where the world is going, etc., but without being distracted

by the severity of the issues and all the chaos surrounding 

them. It is about being a quiet but active observer.

The second meaning, the one depicted on the cover art of 

the single version, is about Pineal Gland. Located in the 

centre of the brain, Pineal Gland has been associated for 

ages as the "spiritual antenna", who serves as a 

"connector" between the body/matter and the aetheric 

realms. It is popularly named as "Third Eye", the same 

thing depicted on the ancient Egyptian hieroglyphs as "Eye

of Horus", and according to Hinduism it is the sixth out of 

seven chakras, so it has spiritual significance to them. 

Philosopher and mathematician René Descartes called 

pineal gland as the "principal seat of the soul", while we 

may not consider that our soul literally resides inside the 

pineal gland, we normally treat pineal gland as something 

more than just biological in its functions, because it 



regulates our circadian rhythm: which is our sleep and 

wake patterns in connection to our time cycle. It produces 

melatonin from serotonin during nighttime, through the 

process of chemical synthesis. So by this means, it is how 

we adjust sleep-and-wake patterns and thus our whole 

biological cycle and tune our body to the Earth's rotational 

period of day and night. This sleep-and-wake mechanism 

may also apply in the spiritual sense, not only biologically. 

Whether or not this organ has some spiritual significance 

as well, it's up for us to decide (at least I personally believe 

in this), however we need to admit that there is still some 

lack of understanding to the overall function of pineal 

gland itself, other than the truth that the calcification of 

pineal gland (by the high exposure to fluoride in tap water 

and toothpaste) can lead to various diseases such as 

alzheimer's and other types of dementia. Once again, by 

this second meaning, the lyric line "observe the signs of 

times with quiet eye" can also say "observe the signs of 

times in spiritual way": how we see the world around us, 

and of course ourselves as participants, from the spiritual 

perspective, by waking up spiritually from the deep sleep 

and eventually being transformed, as the knowledge of the 

truth of our existence is getting revealed throughout the 

course of the journey. And that's the main theme of the 

lyrics.

Q: There are mentions in popular chats about the 

so-called “Illuminati” symbol with the glowing 



triangle with one-eye placed on top of a pyramid 

depicted on the US dollar. Do you have comments 

or explanation regarding this?

Jeff: This will be very long to explain thoroughly, but that 

symbol is somehow connected to the original use taken 

from the ancient Egyptian hieroglyphs regarding the third-

eye (pineal gland) to symbolize enlightenment, but the 

meaning has been twisted by those with the Luciferian 

(false-light/satanic) agenda within the top-level global 

secret societies, such as the Freemason. They also use the 

term “enlightenment”, but in a different way. They 

basically keep the knowledge (of the universe) by 

themselves as means to control the public and to make 

themselves as the authorities of the world. That’s also why 

they put the eye at the tip of the pyramid, known as the 

“eye of the providence”, as they place themselves as the 

ones resides on top of the pyramid, separated from the 

bottom part. Many of the high level government leaders 

are high-degree Freemasons, and our whole society is very 

well connected to almost all the top level hierarchies 

within the many organizations to assert control over the 

whole world through many avenues such as arts, 

entertainment, religion, corporation, media, and so on, 

and to keep the rest of humanity as slaves within the veil of

ignorance. 

Many of the symbols that are used by the so-called cabal, 

deep state, or “illuminati” are actually taken or grabbed 



from the ancient knowledge of sacred geometry, like the 

triangle, pentagram, hexagram, for example, in order to 

tap the energy of that geometric patterns. I believe because

geometric patterns hold an energy, and can be obtained 

through geometric shapes and certain symbols. Our entire 

universe is made of energy. It can be used for either 

benevolent/good or malevolent/evil intentions. For 

example, an infinity symbol (∞), it can represent an 

immortality or the eternity of existence – the 

consciousness that never dies. It’s an ancient spiritual 

symbol. But on the flipside, recently it is also being used by

those with the Luciferian agenda to represent the so-called

“bondage loop”, trapping people within their matrix 

control system as slaves. You can see this symbol being 

used by corporate venture capitals, banks, and the money 

lenders. For them, this infinity symbol represents 

bondage, because as people take the bait of borrowing 

money, they are trapped within the bondage of debt. Same 

thing this symbol is being used recently by Facebook’s 

parent company Meta. I believe their intention is to trap 

people within their bondage (matrix control system) of 

virtual reality, hence in using that symbol. Another 

example is the Nazi symbol; it uses the very ancient 

spiritual symbol of a swastika, a symbol that has been used

for ages by Hinduism and Buddhism. Good or evil doesn’t 

really lie within these symbols, but shapes (also in words) 

carry certain energy vibration that can be harvested with 

the use of these symbols depending on intentions.



Chapter 3:
Spiritual Anarchism

we are children of the incorruptible source

the living father, pure beginningless light

but our world is ruled by evil archontic forces

who establish the role of divine dominion

resist the governance of these dark spiritual energies

that manifest within the powers of the ruling elite

controlling us with their global mass deceptions

enslave us within the construct of perceptual distortions

look what they have done to employ the system

of economy, politics, religion, media, education

feed us with constant fear, hate and ignorance

try to keep us away from love, peace and wakefulness

no gods, no masters, we are not their slaves

no rulers and authorities shall we bow

knowing the fact that archons are never above us in spirit

they have never been since the dawn of humanity

now is perfect time to reclaim souls from these lesser gods

seize this end-time momentum, join the blessed movement

it is our turn to wake up and resist the new world order

their diabolic agenda of total domination of mankind

together we fight the good fight, activate the inner anarchist

the truth has set us free, let us rise against subterfuge

Q: Tell us about the song "Spiritual Anarchism". I 

know that you're a self-proclaimed anarchist and 

you don't see the philosophy of anarchism as 



merely "political" in its context, but far deeper 

down into existential, psychological and spiritual 

degrees. What is exactly spiritual anarchism?

Jeff: Well, the lyrics are pretty much self-explanatory. The 

term anarchy itself derived from Greek word “a” meaning 

“no” or “without”, and “archon/archi” meaning “ruler” or 

“authority”. So anarchism, by its spiritual substance, is 

about rejecting the dominion of the archon, the ruler(s). It 

is the basic stance of Kekal. The band's 1996 demo is 

entitled "Contra Spiritualia Nequitiae", which is Latin for 

"against the spiritual forces of evil". So it is about rejecting 

and resisting the spiritual forces of evil, the archontic 

forces who rule and dominate this world (the Earth and 

our whole dimension). This is really a spiritual attitude, 

knowing and understanding which stance we are at. By 

first identifying who are these forces of evil who rule this 

world (not only in the present-time, but it goes back to the 

ancient times where you can trace its lineage throughout 

history of empires and advanced civilizations), one can see 

the bigger picture about the whole archontic system, up to 

the point of finding out about this holographic-universe, 

our world as a mere “simulation” bound within the matrix 

of space-time. There are lots of deceptions and twist-and-

turns; we could be led to believe that we're in the "good" 

stance because of dogma and propaganda, but in actuality 

we just serve the will of these archons without even 



realizing. The lyrics are very strong in my opinion, and I'd 

say let the lyrics do the talking.

Q: So your personal adoption to anarchism is also 

part of the process?

Jeff: Yes. It was part of what has been revealed to me too. I

used to take anarchism just as the main ethic or 

philosophy within the music especially for Kekal, which 

turned out to be beneficial (the basis for do-it-yourself 

ethic/mentality, etc.), but not quite for my personal 

philosophy in what I see life as a whole. Right now I’m an 

anarchist at heart. Spiritually, I’m in alignment with The 

Source, true beginning-less Light who is The Father. When

we think about God as The Source or Father, or as others 

may also call Him as Universal Consciousness, Totalities, 

The One, etc. there’s no systemic hierarchy of master-and-

slave. Between us and The Source, it is more like a familial,

love-based connection of oneness: we are part of the 

family, we are the branches of the same tree. The tree 

provides life to the branches as long as the branches are 

connected to the trunk and the trunk to the root.

Q: There are many people who still think 

anarchism is all about chaos and disorder. Your 

comment on this?

Jeff: People who think anarchism is all about chaos and 

disorder get the wrong understanding of what essentially 



is anarchism, probably also because of the propaganda 

that always try to discourage people of adopting anarchism

because those who control the society, want people to be 

obedient and to fear the authority, so being anarchist is 

considered as threat to the authority. People mostly use 

this term casually without understanding it, I mean, they 

can easily look on the Internet and learn the basics. 

Anarchy itself refer to the case (or situation) where there is

no authority or ruler over the society, the absence of 

authority. So, anarchism (with added "ism") is the 

philosophy that lays the foundational thought in which 

anarchy can/may be applied as the system. When we talk 

about system, it can be applied to anything: social system, 

governmental system, individual system, religious system, 

and even also to spirituality. My definition of anarchism is 

"non-hierarchical and anti-authoritarian approach to self-

governing/ self-managing". Does it sound destructive? 

Does it sound chaotic? No it doesn't. With anarchism, you 

will use your own conscience, common sense and self-

control more often in many situations, because you would 

always think something like "I don't do this not because 

the law forbids me or I will be punished/damned, but 

because I don't feel this is the right thing to do". Like the 

diet as a simple example: You don't need external 

restrictions (religious, etc.) for you to choose what kind of 

diet you think is suitable for you. You are responsible for 

your own well-being without being bound by external laws.



The fact is that the majority of anarchists are vegetarians 

and vegans, but they can eat anything if they want to. 

There are no dietary rules/restrictions for anarchists. Now 

let’s think this way: if they are not bound by dietary rules, 

why on Earth they ended up becoming vegans and 

vegetarians, not cannibals? You know what I mean? That’s 

just one of many other examples. I also know personally 

that anarchists possess better ethical and moral compass 

than the so-called religious people. I guess it’s also 

something to do with the lack of fear in relation to 

punishment from authority. The more you take away your 

fear, the more you’d respect others around you because 

you don’t automatically feel “threatened” by them, hence 

the display of good ethics.

Q: I've heard that you received a bit of stir again 

lately because what you say on the lyrics of the 

songs from this album is "controversial" enough 

to make some people feel agitated and even hostile

or defensive, especially those who claim to be 

strictly "religious" within their mainstream 

dogmatic understanding. They might still think 

the album would fall on "their side" but they 

found that it is quite the opposite. How do you see 

this issue?

Jeff: I'm not here to get people to agree with me, or even to

convert them. I don't think it's my role to get people on 

"my side". Conversion is a marketing term, and doesn’t 



apply to spirituality. Spirituality is all about seeking, 

learning, and also planting seeds around. It is everyone's 

responsibility on a personal level to seek the truth for 

him/herself and wake up from deceptions. They can enter 

the process of repentance and healing after that. I believe 

that if anyone sincerely seeks, then answers will be given. 

I'm here just to share a testimony based on my experience 

of all the revelations that I've got as the result of me 

seeking, and I use music as a medium of sharing and 

planting the seeds. I can understand their response which 

is typical. I grew up with all the dogma being smashed into

my head too, and for years and years I didn't question life 

any further and didn’t dare to seek the truth from the core 

of my soul. But only after the point of awakening in 2016 

as I began to get many new revelations, and from all the 

parallel research that has been done in the past 3 years, 

the truth is starting to come up one by one. I'm still 

connecting the dots right now. So many questions are still 

yet unanswered, but the bigger picture has started to 

unveil. It turns my old understanding upside-down.

Most people who put themselves deep into religion tend to

act based on fear and denial, and sometimes envy as well, 

even most of the time without realizing it because it has 

become part of the psyche. I came to understand this 

pattern because I studied psychology and how the mind 

works. Please note this is not to brag about my background

but just to point out I don’t just throw some wild guessing 



here. Fear and envy correlate strongly to the acts of denial 

and defence. As for people who think they are good, based 

on following the dogma, it will be harder for them to 

accept new realities, so they tend to look outward, to 

automatically judge others that don’t share the same 

standpoint, rather than look inward to themselves. They 

are afraid to learn that whatever “truths” they cling upon 

and make them feel proud of, may be possible to fall apart 

as the new information is coming in, so no wonder they 

would become defensive and “hostile” in guarding what 

they cling upon. It’s their ego taking over their fear. It’s a 

classic psychological response, known as defen  ce   

mechanism. As Plato once said “We can easily forgive a 

child who is afraid of the dark; the real tragedy of life is 

when men are afraid of the light.” 

But however, truth is truth, and it stays as it is. Immutable.

So when we see in that perspective, what we perceive as 

truth may not be closer to the truth, and in some cases 

they could be even deceptive. So that’s why seeking is very 

important.



Chapter 4:
Inward Journey

it is a lonely but beautiful journey

walking down the narrowest path

treading on the unfathomable

through the dark night of the soul

past convictions are falling apart

escaping the web of illusory matrix

perforate its sheath layer by layer

as self-structures slowly dissolve

in this present moment of being

surrender to the presence of love

make peace with self and the spirit

letting go all remnants of karmic past

declare soundly that i am here

the kingdom of god that dwells within

taking us to the journey of discovery

and co-create the future of humanity

Q: Can you tell us about the 3rd song "Inward 

Journey"? The lyrics have been published for a 

while and the message has a very strong and 

somewhat intimate spiritual context. How do you 

define it?

Jeff: I was joking with my wife the other day, when we 

talked about me being uncomfortable with any 

temperature, either it's too hot or too cold. I said that it 



feels like I can't adjust to the Earth’s system any more. It 

was a joke, but I think that's the point of awakening. You 

realize that you don't really belong in this limiting realm, 

and then you tend to search for answers. It takes a journey 

inward, to seek the truth and to know ourselves. When you

do that sincerely, the answers would be given. The Source, 

the highest God, would give you answers by providing 

insights throughout many kinds of discoveries, either by 

means of research or direct experience. They vary 

depending on each individual, they can be highly mystical, 

or they can be pretty much normal. The key is to seek 

within, to know yourself, and then relate it to the world 

where you live. Only through seeking we would then get 

the answers. Seek that you may find. Be the seeker, not 

blind receiver. This is spirituality. Let's say you feel 

something "strange" in how the world or this universe 

works, and rather than just dismiss it out of fear or divert 

it to various superficial pleasures out of denial, you would 

go ahead and seek for the answers. Sometimes by 

acknowledging the bitterness and ugliness of this world, 

we would start the journey of awakening. Religion gives 

many false answers unfortunately, so most of the time, 

what you get from the dogma that "pretends" to provide 

answers as "the ultimate truth" in front of your face, 

actually would get in the way of your quest to seek the real 

truth. There’s also a misleading term of “spiritual 

awakening” being used within the religious circles, which 

doesn’t point to the real awakening, only some self-



dedication to religious commitments. Same thing with the 

term “born again”.

Q: Any new insights about your spiritual journey 

of awakening and transformation that you can 

share with us?

Jeff: The whole process has been quite intense in terms of 

changing my whole perception to self and the 

world/universe. It was slow to begin with, I mean, for 

more than a year I did not even realize what was going on 

within me. I didn’t realize my own awakening. The essay 

that I wrote as an accompaniment to the 2018 album 

“Deeper Underground” (bonus material for digital 

download, has since discontinued —ed.) tells about the 

process, to some extent. I can share some of the changes 

that happen within me: the first one is the shift of my diet. 

There was an extended period of time that my stomach 

started to reject meat, first it was sausages, burgers and 

processed meat, then lean meat starting from pork, then 

beef, lamb, chicken, and so on. I just felt sick and nauseous

and always wanted to puke a moment after I ate meat. It 

also happens with anything that contains high-level 

chemicals, like foods with additives, junk GMO foods, and 

the like. At first I didn’t realize that was part of this 

spiritual shift, so I thought there was something wrong 

with my digestive system. Went to a doctor and took some 

lab tests. When the results came, the doctor said there’s 

nothing wrong with my stomach. Only later on when I 



checked online about some of these so-called “awakening 

symptoms” that include changes in diet, I began to realize. 

So now I’m almost a vegetarian, not quite, I still eat some 

fish, but I may go full vegetarian or maybe even vegan 

later. Let’s see. Can't promise though, because I don’t want

to force myself. I don’t want my ego self to decide for me. 

Secondly, there are shifts in my understanding of how the 

world works and the nature of our existence, because so 

many things have been revealed to me, and I believe it's by

the work of the Spirit. Some of them were quite disturbing 

for me to digest at first, because I was too ignorant and 

asleep to ever let that suppressed knowledge to be revealed

in the first place. But thanks be to God. I take everything 

as a grace now. I’m slowly but steadily moving forward 

towards the Source and there’s no turning back. Getting 

past deceptions is hard for the ego, especially when 

everything was taught since childhood through education 

and religion, whether in the forms of propaganda or 

dogma. They both work the same, to keep us asleep, and 

now I understand the reason why.

But, however in terms of spirituality, I don't want to cover 

the topics too much on the esoteric side, like personal 

experience of some sort, because this is not about me. 

What I’d like to share is my testimony, which is not a 

biography or memoir. What I write on the lyrics is more 

about knowing what we are during these wicked times as 

we are approaching the end of the age of deceit in the 



current lower dimensional reality of Earth, and the 

beginning of the Golden Age of love in the higher 

dimensional reality. There's a sense of urgency, that people

need to wake up or at least realize all these deceptions. Of 

course, some may think that everything seems to be just 

fine despite of some “shaking” in the society in the past 

couple years, but I tell you, it is not. It will continue to look

"just fine" until it's far too late. That's how deception 

works, to keep people in the state of illusion. We need to 

be aware, not to worry and freak out, but being aware is a 

good starting point in order to understand what's going 

on.



Chapter 5:
The Sleep System

in this shadow world lies an ever elusive system

integrated soul-assaulting matrix of deep sleep

which evilly runs cyclically over the passing ages

manifesting in chronic mass historical amnesia

confusing acts of violence and war with acts of courage

been exposed to this propaganda as minds deceived

the way we see things has been restricted to blind sights

the way we perceive truth has been distorted by trickery

financial bondage of debts deter us from contentment

offering passion of material wealth placed in perpetual loop

where self is anchored deep in perishable belongings

never finding the end on when this cycle would cease

dogma detracts spiritual yearns to ones of fear and lust

limiting the scope of grace within the confines of corporeality

slave to plain achievements, goals set towards the superficial

obsession with visible holiness, yet fail to identify real enemy

the realm of matter is nothing but a perceptual illusion

we have means to break free from its universal deception

renounce dogma and propaganda, recognize what is in sight

truth shall appear to expose lies and banish ignorance

Q: On the lyrics of "The Sleep System" you 

mentioned about "this shadow world". We recall 

the main album theme regarding the holographic 

image of the universe which forms our 

dimensional "reality": The notion that this 



"perceptual reality", as you said, is merely an 

illusion and the universe itself works more like a 

simulation. Could you elaborate on that? Let's say 

if we actually live in a shadow image, or copy, or 

simulation - whatever term applies to it, then 

there's a higher source code which this so-called 

copy or shadow image was based from. Where did 

you draw this whole understanding?

Jeff: OK, I will explain a bit based on things that have been

revealed to me so far, during my personal journey since 

around 2016. First of all, I was led, strongly, to do the 

parallel research in order to connect the dots, because 

upon getting the earlier realization, I knew that there are 

so many things that we've been lied to, so many, and most 

of the truth regarding the whole universe and who we are 

has been suppressed or hidden. Upon seeking the truth 

about who we are, I was led to look for deeper answers, 

and also through multiple “doors” or “entrances” around 

the same time (that's why I call it parallel research). One of

the doors is Quantum Mechanics, and the other one is 

traditional cosmology or creation myths from the past 

whether through suppressed writings, archaeological 

discoveries, and so on and so forth, and also very recently 

through the study from the people who had NDE (near-

death experience). Then from all the information gathered 

as clues, I could try to connect all the dots. It's not an easy 

task and can be time-consuming, and I'm still gathering 



more info and at the same time connecting all the dots. 

But if we go inward and let the Spirit be the guide, then 

everything would be revealed in a more harmonious way. 

Upon initial finding, I got "freaked-out" learning that our 

universe is very much possibly a holographic or projection,

because that means almost what I had received in the 

forms of what I realized later as mostly dogma and 

propaganda could be falling apart. At that moment I also 

came to the realization that the Absolute Truth will always 

stay immutable, so that means what I previously received 

and told as the "truth" through dogma and propaganda in 

forms of mainstream religion, mainstream science, and 

mainstream historical accounts could be further away 

from the Truth itself. It is my own responsibility to seek 

the Truth, knowing what I had received wasn’t quite closer

to that. Then I chose to let all my past convictions to 

collapse (for some people this is the hardest thing to do), 

and more realizations came after that.

This whole concept of "holographic universe" is still very 

much in theoretical framework even though it is currently 

getting "popularity" among theoretical physicists within 

the fields of Quantum Mechanics. Even though some have 

found “evidences” through observation and experiments, a

lot of things are still done only through mathematical 

equations, because when we talk about anything quantum,

that means we talk about energetic interactions of sub-

atomic particles that can no longer be perceived normally. 



One of the more mainstream theories that try to explain 

the holographic principle is the so-called String Theory, 

that basically explains our perceived 3-dimensional reality 

is a holographic projection decoded from the lower, one-

dimensional information. But also there's an even more 

interesting theory. It's called the E8 Theory, and what they

try to explain is that our 3D reality is a "shadow image" 

that's geometrically projected based on the higher 

dimensional "objects" (or information) that move or twist. 

So the 8D projects itself down into lower dimensions, like 

the 3D world we’re in upon “entering” the matrix of space-

time. Basically this theory explains that our universe is 

some form of a shadow or projection (or you can also say 

simulation) of the higher dimensional one. This means we 

are now presented with multiple layers of realities or 

universes, while maintaining the same basic or root 

property of the main source or the origin (hence the word 

simulation).

In early 2018 I came across the equally interesting (I'd say 

mind-blowing) cosmology from the 1st-4th Century early 

Christian writings (or pre-Christian if you consider its 

formation only after it was made a religion by the Roman 

empire in the 4th Century) that were found buried in Nag 

Hammadi, Egypt in 1945, along with other texts, one of 

them is a small fragment of Plato's "Republic". These 

highly-suppressed writings (commonly called the Nag 

Hammadi library) were thought to be completely 



destroyed by the Roman authority after they took over 

Christianity and made it into their official religion and 

subsequently established their own standardized dogma. 

These early Christian sects, most of them were mystics and

spirituals (known as Gnostic - NOT to be confused with 

the word agnostic, mind you), were forced to "convert" to 

the Roman empire's version/adaptation of Christianity, or 

else got killed. Anyone who didn't submit to their official 

dogma is commonly called "heretic", and that's the reason 

why the Romans persecuted and killed many of these 

gnostics and destroyed almost all their writings. So, back 

to Nag Hammadi library, it turns out many of these 

recovered writings came from two "schools-of-thought": 

the Sethians and Valentinians. Both are varied in their 

theological explanations, but they both say the same thing:

that the universe we live in is just a projection, even in 

their writings they explicitly called it a "shadow" or image. 

It is a defective universe modeled after the incorruptible 

one. So in their own language of understanding, they 

already realized about this holographic universe almost 2-

thousand years before Quantum Physics came about. I'm 

personally inclined towards Valentinian theology myself, 

although I don't take it as a dogma but rather as an insight.

Some of the writings also speak loud about spiritual 

awakening and the kind of journey I’ve been through right 

now — with all the revelations leading toward realizations 

— which they call it gnosis. They are called gnostics 

because they put an importance on gnosis (experiential 



knowledge/insight) in order to knowing self and knowing 

the existence and the nature of what Jesus introduced in 

the 1st Century CE as the Heavenly Father (as the highest, 

all-loving transcendent God, or Source). Back then, those 

people already had their own god(s) that they worshiped in

the temples and synagogues, but Jesus pointed out that 

there’s the highest One in which they will need to just seek 

within to find the Kingdom. These writings actually 

shower me with a breeze of understanding.

Q: A lot of people have mistaken the word 

"gnostic" with "agnostic", and they thought the 

same although technically it is the opposite. Do 

you agree?

Jeff: Of course, because the “gnostic” term is very much 

suppressed. So most people, including myself, came to 

know that term from the other term that’s widely used, 

which is "agnostic". But if we just look at the root word, we

can see that the word “agnostic” came from Greek "a" 

meaning "without" or "no", and "gnostikoi" which refer to 

a person who has "gnosis" (insight or revealed knowledge).

So if you came across an individual who said "I'm 

agnostic" that means that person claims to be not 

knowledgeable about things that aren't revealed to him in 

the first place. In most cases, things that need to be 

"revealed" are things that need to be sought. An active way

of doing. The concept of God and the Universe, or 

sometimes even self, would fall under that territory. In this



case, no one can claim to be gnostic, because gnosis itself 

takes the form of a spiritual journey or process of seeking 

and understanding (“becoming to know” as opposed to 

“came to know”). That’s why in the past, the original 

“gnostic” labeling came from their opponents, not from 

those who were labeled as. They would prefer to be called 

seekers instead, or spirituals.

Q: Any comments about the reasons why they (the 

ancient gnostics) were killed and persecuted by 

the Roman authority?

Jeff: Well, if you research deeply about the history of these

pre-religion early Christian communities and the whole 

movement in the 1st to 3rd Century, which now have 

become labeled as "gnostics" and thoroughly dismissed as 

"heretical" in comparison to the mainstream Christian 

religion(s) that took the root tradition only from the 

Roman empire’s adaptation, how they were persecuted 

and many were killed by the authorities from Roman 

empire, and how they were "treated" by propagandists in 

the forms of multiple "heresy-hunters" and "church 

fathers" that came up around the same time trying to de-

legitimate the movement. In the 2nd Century, most-likely 

they had huge following, and not only limited to the 

Valentinus' movement and the Sethian sects as 

represented mostly in the Nag Hammadi library, there 

were many others as well. You can also see the similar 

patterns that are still being used today. Anything that 



poses "threat" to the imperial hegemony is being 

demonized and persecuted. Same thing happened in the 

past. That happened to the original forms of Christianity in

the first two or three centuries. Christianity in its earliest 

and original forms were once a threat to the empire, 

because it originally served the people at the bottom with 

no hierarchies between genders and social classes, they 

shared their wealth evenly and abolished private 

properties between them (recorded clearly in the New 

Testament as well, under Acts 4: 32-37 but these verses are

rarely mentioned in the sermons of mainstream churches 

today), and their view was that the empire is actually aided

by the devil (evil archons) or Satan because the rulers have

direct bloodlines to the race of giants and the “fallen-

angels”. No wonder why the Apostles (incl. most of Jesus’ 

disciples) were killed in the 1st Century. 

Q: Lyrically,  "The Sleep System" exposes the use 

of dogma and propaganda which are "designed" to

work as the system of bondage to keep us 

humanity enslaved, and to keep the masses in the 

state of ignorance or "deep sleep". How do you see

this system works, and its relevance to the movie 

"The Matrix"?

Jeff: Glad you mention The Matrix, because it is a great 

movie (the original one), almost to the sense of watching a 

"documentary". Basically, the reality we live in isn't as real 

as we are told to believe, and it is obscured and twisted 



because of the distortions of our perceptions, in the sense 

that what we perceive becomes pivoted away from the 

Truth, so that we need to actively seek for the Truth from 

the core of our souls. Our perception of reality is shaped 

through our learning process in the brain, and basically 

our social environment dictates most of what we learn, 

everything from parental upbringing, cultural tradition, 

movies, TV, news, formal education, religious doctrines, 

music, sports, and so on and so forth. Everything that has 

been told to us in the "official" history, for example, shapes

our beliefs. What has been told to us regarding the 

concepts of God, humanity and universe also shape our 

beliefs. Our beliefs then can lead to our intentions and 

then actions or deeds. Dogma and propaganda have given 

the majority of "forced" information-transfers that lead to 

shaping our perception to reality, which then becomes the 

foundation for our beliefs and deeds. This is what I call 

"The Matrix". Everything that we perceive as reality is 

nothing more than just information, and this information 

is prone to distortions, especially when it is transferred 

from the top to bottom by means of "force" even though 

we don’t realize we’re being forced to (as opposed to 

information obtained by active seeking from each 

individual), and it has been systematically distorted by 

dogma and propaganda throughout the millennia, since 

the birth of kingdoms and empire.



Chapter 6:
Testimony

my author is the father, the beginningless source

made known through christ who has opened the portal to

the shadowless dimensions, where chaos does not exist

and my soul shall be granted a repose in pure light

my author is not the jealous and envious one

not the wrathful demiurge, nor his adversaries

who “fashioned the adam” through genetic hybridization

made him as lulu amelu: slave species from the earth

i swallowed the red pill and things began to reveal

for far too long we have been fooled and bound

by the principalities who control this whole world

into believing all their lies and deceptions

to keep us enslaved within the matrix of perceptions

by the father's amazing grace i rose from slumber

none shall take away my path to ultimate ascension

by the spirit who guides me every step of the way

as gnosis received, the suppressed truth is steadily uncovered

Q: The lyrics of "Testimony" point to a very 

interesting point to say and ask you about the 

nature of what we call as the lesser god/deity or 

the Demiurge. Some modern interpretations from

various "gnostic" schools would see the Demiurge 

as evil, while others see as just merely 

blind/ignorant. I know that you align yourself to 

the Valentinian school of thought, but I'm curious 



how you see the whole system and the role of “this 

kind of god" in this case, and also the Devil on the 

other end of spectrum?

Jeff: Well, I came to this whole realization not too long 

ago, and the reason why I'm inclined more to Valentinian 

school/theology because I’m now able to connect the dots 

from my other parallel research studies such as recent 

theories in Quantum Mechanics regarding the 

holographic/simulation-based universe, the Sumerian 

myths about the Annunaki, and other various ancient 

myths regarding the creation of human species “The 

Adam” and the Elohim (which refers to gods in plural) and

the Nephilim, the history of how the empire came about, 

the serpent, and down to the current research in near-

death experiences. It's very long to explain, and I will not 

explain everything here, so I'll try to be brief, even that it 

will be quite long:

Basically, this whole system was created by the so-called 

Sophia (or what Valentinian school call her/him/it as 

Logos or Word - that is beyond gender as we know), whom

is an Aeon (a realm of consciousness as direct emanation 

of the Father/Source/highest-God) and that this created 

system laid the foundation of our holographic universe. 

Possibly the "1st-generation" of holographic reality or 

perception-based reality. They call this 

"shadow/likeness", a copy or representation of the actual 

realm of Light, even though that everything here is still 



conscious. While Sophia's intention was good and made 

the system as a "representation/simulation" of the 

immutable pre-existing realms of Light where she/he 

originally dwells, but this system turned out to be 

"corruptible" or "defective" (potential to be corrupted or 

abused), and not quite representing the Light, simply 

because there's a "duality" which always need to be 

balanced all the time. It is said that this universe of duality 

consists of 2/3 good & 1/3 evil (the "yin/yang" system of 

light vs darkness) that needs to be balanced all the time. 

We can perceive this system pretty much like a "self-

generated quantum computing" in which the "original 

programmer" (Sophia/Logos) has no full control on how 

and where everything would end up, can't really dissolve 

or even "undo" this system as she/he has lost the power to 

do so, and also because it is driven by the free-will of the 

conscious elements inside the system. So this is how 

"chaos" started. Demiurge is simply the caretaker and 

"balancer" of this holographic universe, also created by 

Sophia to "represent" The Source/Father God within this 

copy/shadow universe. The Demiurge is more a soul-based

energy/force who then "split" the universe or system into 

separate layers of dimensions/heavens or "sub-universes'' 

and created many simulated realms or worlds (which can 

be explained in Quantum field as different vibrations of 

energy between the charged sub-atomic particles, but still 

made/based of the same root particles between them), 

pretty much just like you would split your hard-drive into 



multiple partitions. And these universes are bound within 

the matrix of space-time. Space-time itself is built from 

quantum entanglement, so both time and space as we 

perceived is technically an illusion. But because he himself 

is part of the system and dwells inside this system of 

duality, all he could do is to "balance" it off between the 

positive and negative energies (the opposing conscious 

forces), but he's barely able to balance it as the system 

itself is prone to corruption and each force is fighting one-

another continuously. 

Matter, or our "physical reality", is not real, just 

waveforms of energy. It's only perceived in the brain as 

real. Atom itself is made by these same charged sub-

atomic particles that create energy, so there you go. 

There’s always positive-negative interactions within the 

quantum/sub-atomic particles beneath the atom. This 

electromagnetic energy (based on the charged 

interactions between positive and negative sub-atomic 

particles) is a micro-cosmic actualization on this 

holographic system of duality.

Some schools see Demiurge as evil who trap souls within 

this holographic reality, but according the Valentinian 

school (and my own view as well), Demiurge is just a 

caretaker or representative who wants to uphold the 

balance between the cosmic forces of good & the forces of 

evil (each has its own rulers/archons - conscious energy-

based entities who control each of the multiple layers of 



heavens/dimensions, so some are benevolent/positive & 

some are malevolent/negative to humanity). Remember, 

good and evil here appear as some kind of consequence 

from this system of duality. Demiurge is neither ultimately

good nor evil. He possesses both capabilities. There's 

seemingly endless war between these two cosmic forces, 

and this Earth is (unfortunately) ruled by the evil one. I 

can conclude that the evil one is the archon who decided 

(and lured and brought many sub-ordinate beings -called 

"fallen angels" or “watchers” in ancient religious texts) to 

colonize Earth and established the empires which are still 

present until today. These so-called "fallen angels" 

(Nephilim mentioned in Abrahamic religions, or you can 

also say "extra-terrestrial/ET" or “extra-dimensional” 

beings, most likely the draco-reptilians ET race) who put 

their seeds & created the hybrid race between our species 

(which is already modified DNA-wise, but I won’t explain 

that now) and their own, so that they could "physically" 

rule the Earth through their “bloodline”, and also the ones 

responsible in giving us many "secrets" from their 

civilization outside the Earth. This can be traced in history 

of why all of the sudden people came to know LOTS of new

stuff incl. metallurgy, architecture, engineering, 

mathematics, geometry, astronomy, astrology, languages, 

cosmetics, instruments of war, sorcery, hierarchical 

structures of governance, & many other things within a 

very short period of only some thousands of years (known 

as "Neolithic Revolution" in history, when all of the 



sudden people came to know everything - this can't be 

explained by ways of evolution/natural ways, completely 

impossible unless humans were directly taught - which it 

was indeed the case). And the fact that these whole 

historical accounts are suppressed to the point of people 

don't know the details about these events in the "official" 

history of Earth taught in schools, and mainstream 

religious dogmas also seem to deflect this story, it smells 

even stronger. So to my understanding, the devil 

(personalized as Satan or so-called serpent) is pretty much

the negative entities/archons - the adversary or enemies of

both the positive/benevolent archons and the system-

balancer Demiurge (the head/lord Archon). From 

connecting the dots we can see clearly that there has 

always been domination, slavery, wars, exploitation, & 

intense suffering as the result of the existence of the 

empires. I see that as brutal irresponsible intervention on 

their end, because it created an evil string of domino-effect

pretty much as what we can see until today regarding how 

our world has become. I also believe that these "fallen" 

extra-terrestrial or extra-dimensional entities (or "fallen 

angels" by religious term) wanted to dominate & taking 

advantage of Earth as they wanted to become gods over us,

and abusing this whole system of holographic reality in 

order to get us bound as slaves.

The Demiurge, on the other hand, desperately wanted to 

keep some tribes of humans from falling into the luring of 



these "fallen angels" and their hybrid descendants. That's 

the reason he created Laws and also made sacrificial 

"blood covenants" with these tribes in the past to keep 

them on his side instead of the evil archons or the devil. 

That's why he was seen, and even declared himself, as a 

jealous god. He revealed himself in many names to quite a 

number of ancient tribes and imposed a set of “divine” 

laws. His law won't provide the ultimate freedom for souls 

away from this holographic universe and the system of 

duality as a whole, and it won’t lead souls into salvation 

(re-connect to The Father/Source & get out of this 

holographic universe and joining the realm of Pure Light), 

but it can only pull people away from becoming evil and 

exploit one another.

Q: Some would suggest red pill and blue pill are 

about the red or blue in the political spectrum. 

How would you address that? I know it's from the 

movie "The Matrix" as you showed us the clip.

Jeff: Yes, I found out that when posting the Red Pill thing 

on Kekal's Instagram it also got a few likes by some 

random MAGA kids. It's funny because in Canada it's the 

other way around for the colour-coding: red is for liberal &

blue is for conservative. And if you go to other countries, 

the colour red always refers to far-leftism like 

communism, as red-flag means socialism. Basically, the 

red pill, in reference to the movie "The Matrix" is all about 

waking up to realization, and nothing to do with the 



political colour-coding or identification. It is about 

awakening or the shift in one’s consciousness, whether it's 

a spiritual awakening or other "types" of awakening to 

start with, in the end it is all about the starting point to 

embark the journey down the "rabbit hole". Exploring the 

"deeper underground" as I mentioned in the 2018 album. 

It is not a bliss pill, not a happiness pill. The "effect" (of 

realization) may disturb you, as it disturbed me quite 

frankly. Taking the red pill is just the beginning. Your eyes 

and mind will be opened and you’ll be introduced to the 

new knowledge. But we all need to work ourselves to keep 

moving in our own unique journeys of seeking and 

learning. Each journey may be unique to every individual, 

but the destination is always the same: toward the Light, 

the absolute Truth.

Q: So taking the red pill symbolizes the 

awakening. What about the blue pill? What's the 

difference then, between those who haven't taken 

any pill and those who took the blue pill?

Jeff: Good question! Let's see from The Matrix scene; 

when the protagonist Neo hadn't taken any pill and hadn't 

met Morpheus, he didn't realize that his reality was a fake 

or illusory. He considered his whole life experience as a 

real thing. Then only after he took the red pill, along with 

Morpheus gave him the knowledge of their existence, he 

started to open up to the new kind of reality and started to 

realize the illusion of his perceived reality, the one he 



previously took as "real". In the early Christian literature, 

including the now so-called "gnostic" ones, people who are

not "awaken" yet are considered as in the state of 

"drunkenness", or in “deep sleep”. Some also call that 

"sleepwalking". That's the pre-awakening state, the "not-

yet-awaken" state. It is almost everyone's default state, 

because after we are born, we would then enter the phase 

of learning from the environment, and in the learning 

process, we are shaped by dogma and propaganda all the 

time, which are systematically designed to reduce our 

capability to seek and question further regarding life in 

general. Now, taking a blue pill is another thing, it is called

ignorance, or willful ignorance to be more exact. 

Ignorance is an active choice, as we choose to ignore or to 

reject the wake-up calls. Ignorance is far worse than the 

state of "drunkenness" or “unknowing”, because there is 

an action of rejecting or refusing new reality. In most 

cases, ignorance is chosen because of fear. When anyone is

shaped really deeply by dogma and propaganda, and in 

some extreme cases by direct mind-controlling 

"brainwashing" methods, they would be afraid to rid them 

because within both aspects there's always fear being 

injected. The other element is bliss or comfort. There's this

popular saying: "ignorance is bliss". The blue pill in this 

case is the “bliss pill”. People can choose to ignore the new 

reality because of pride, and in this case their pride 

becomes their bliss or their comfort that they rely on. And 

both comfort and fear work together actually, because the 



fear of losing position or power or influence or wealth or 

prestige or the combination of those (and of course the 

pride which is associated by those) would hinder the 

chances of seeking and questioning further, the chances of 

being awaken, to respond to the wake up call. This is a 

great danger.

There's this popular saying "ignorance is the root of all 

evil", which is technically true, because most people who 

end up committing all sorts of ugly and even evil deeds are

as the result of their ignorance and at the same time being 

deceived by the evil rulers of the world through all sorts of 

“systematic programming” from hidden propaganda & 

dogma (carefully packaged within formal education, 

religion, mainstream media, TV, movies, social-media & so

on). These types of people are just ignorant to the reality of

this world, their existence and also the purpose of all of 

this so-called world. This "type" of ignorance is not willful 

ignorance. This can be banished through gnosis, and of 

course will be forgiven through repentance.



Chapter 7:
Driven

clueless citizens of this broken macrocosm

need something to curb the misery of present reality

by adopting various methods of substitution

without knowing evil lurks from its rotten cavities

obsessed with perceived worthiness of the perishables

in what can be measured as the backers of prestige

way to self-disempowerment through material slavery

the dizziness of illusion: endless choices of insignificance

when the truth is concealed, ignorance emerges

unaware, how so many of us fall into deceits

driven into the bondage loop of soul recycling

chained to the karmic wheel as slave captives

systematic deception is their only weapon

to keep us trapped inside this quantum simulation

harvesting our suffering as their source of sustenance

so long as we never wake up to our true existence

humanity is not a hollow and empty vessel

but we chose to become a vehicle of madness and abuse

unless we find the way to break out of this cycle

which is necessary for our souls to rest in silence

Q: Tell us about the song "Driven", and especially 

the lyrics that say much about deception as the 

weapon of the evil entities. Why does it have to be 

deception?



Jeff: First thing, we need to understand that thoughts and 

deeds of us humans collectively affect the overall energy of 

the planet. That's why, the evil one, the spiritual ruler of 

this world, needs our energy to feed-off or harvest from. 

The devil, or personified as Satan, or evil/negative 

archon(s) is/are energy parasite(s). Here I don't 

distinguish between singular and plural when mentioning 

energy-beings, because archon is a conscious energy that 

can manifest in forms. There's no such thing as "many" 

because matter or our "perceived physical reality" is just 

an illusion, a kind of holographic manifestation based on 

energy vibrations. What is real is the energy itself, and the 

devil use us as slaves by trapping us within the lower 

vibrational level (the "realm"/dimension where they rule) 

by inducing us into spewing negative energies all the times

such as hate, despair, trauma, suffering, envy, etc. as well 

as participating in doing destructive, cruel, exploitative,  

and manipulative deeds. Basically into doing the work for 

him. That's why they are working hard (and they're 

working even harder now, knowing  that their time is very 

short) to deceive and manipulate us into doing what they 

want so that they can continue to rule. You probably have 

heard from the popular Sermon of The Mount sayings 

when Jesus told the masses to "turn and give the other 

cheek"  instead of avenging those who bitch-slapped you. 

Here’s the quote: “But I tell you not to oppose an evil 

person. If someone slaps you on your right cheek, turn 

your other cheek to him as well.” There is a spiritual 



reason for not giving the devil the "food" to harvest from, 

and also about always practicing unconditional love and 

forgiveness to others, because unconditional love is the 

highest vibration, it is Light, and it is the best weapon used

for spiritual warfare against evil. It is something that evil 

doesn't possess. And not only that, love and all the 

thoughts and deeds based on love can transform the whole

vibration of everything into the higher level and thus 

eliminate the darkness. The only way to resist evil is to 

expose them, because in exposing the darkness, its power 

will fade away, and the acts of evil will be weaken 

significantly. This is very much in accordance to the basic 

rule of the universe, as the light comes, darkness will fade 

out. This is the very reason why the evil deeds of the rulers 

are mostly done in secret, in the shadows. 

Human species, as well as many animals have enormous 

potential to love. I’ve seen videos of animals such as duck 

and sloth that gave the “thank you” gesture to the person 

who helped them away from harm. I can no longer take 

those examples for granted now. Love is the mother's 

instinct, and it is contagious. And forgiveness and being 

grateful are the outcome of the embodiment of love. 

Humanity should be defined and perfected by love. The 

goal of deception is to keep human species away from love,

and thus to keep human species away from humanity.

Right now, from what I can see, the biggest outcome of 

satanic deceptions are souls that are trapped in the lower 



vibrational level and unable to go to the Light because of 

the karmic burden or the so-called "unfinished business". 

This world, meaning our life on Earth, is just like a giant 

school with billions of students enrolled to learn at the 

same time. To learn humanity through various 

experiences. Just like any school, there are tests and 

assignments (in the forms of our life experiences: our 

encounter with others and how we treat other lives on this 

planet including the planet herself, our Mother Earth) and 

those who pass all of the assignments will be eventually 

graduating, while there are those who fail and don't 

graduate because of the burden of their karmic 

consequence as the results of failing many tests. The devil 

managed to "hack" (taking advantage of) the corruptible 

system of this "school" (see my previous explanations 

regarding the system of duality in this holographic 

universe on the lyrics of “The Sleep System” and 

“Testimony”), so that he could eventually tempt and lure 

us the "students" into doing his will (knowingly or 

unknowingly) and taking the "mark of the beast" so that 

we would then embody the beast and becoming the 

carbon-based beings and get stuck in the low vibration 

energy of the dense matter, as opposed to embody the 

Christ or the Divine Light within us (the very basis of 

early/original Christianity that has now been forgotten by 

mainstream Christian religion). That's why "the beast" 

symbolism as written in the Book of Revelation is 

considered synonymous to Antichrist as mentioned in the 



synoptic gospels. The purpose of this satanic deception is 

in order for us to never "graduate", and he would do that 

to many individual souls over and over again and while 

sucking the energy out of them each and every time.

Deception is never obvious. It is largely unnoticed on the 

surface, well that's why it's called deception, because it is 

deceiving in nature. What seems to be "good" because 

most of the time it's attached to the label/branding may 

not be good at all, and can be used to attract and lure 

people into failing the whole assignments of life. We've 

heard many times about the "wolves in sheep's clothing"  

analogy, and that pretty much explains deception. So 

many people have been deceived in this world, they would 

think "the beast" only appears in a scary-looking 

symbolism like Baphomet and the likes (I mean pointing 

to the more obvious forms of ugliness in life), but it is not 

the case. It needs wisdom to discern, to detect if we see the

sheep in  front of our eyes, would that be the real deal or 

just the clothing. I've said many times before, to be 

mindful of religious organizations especially the 

mainstream ones, because people tend to see religion as 

"safe haven" based on the appearance/image and the 

labeling, but there are lots of deceptions within it because 

they have become the tools of the devil. Same thing to do 

with many nonprofit organizations that deceitfully 

promote “freedom” and “human rights” but do work to 

enhance the imperial domination.



Q: There is one lyrical verse that I found to be 

powerful. Quoted: "Obsessed with perceived 

worthiness of the perishables, in what can be 

measured as the backers of prestige. Way to self-

disempowerment through material slavery. The 

dizziness of illusion: endless choices of 

insignificance." The question is, why did you put 

focus of this "warning message" on things 

connected with material possession, rather than 

the other types of deceptions?

Jeff: Well, again, most of Kekal's audience are quite 

"urban". I mean they live in the larger towns and cities, up 

to the metropolises of some million people. People who 

live in a secluded area, or deep in the jungle, or even in the

farming communities won't normally listen to Kekal. 

When relating to the urban life, the everyday life of most of

our listeners and the band contributors as well —whether 

as students, industrial workers, hospitality workers, office 

workers, professionals, or perhaps business owners too, 

the whole system of economy and finance (both regionally 

and globally) affect them very significantly. One example; 

we live in the era where stock markets "dictate" the 

economy, and as we know, stock markets can be 

manipulated because the whole thing is just high-level 

gambling with the injection of "fake money" that can be 

created out of thin air creating the bubble, and plus all the 

corporate buybacks, etc. that don’t reflect the actual 



growth of the listed companies. Sooner or later the bubble 

will burst, and the global economy will start to collapse as 

the result of the domino effect. Also take into 

consideration that many people now live in debts in order 

to attain "desirable" kinds of lifestyle based on image and 

vanity, and in the so-called "developed countries" much of 

the economy is based on debt, both business and 

consumer. Many experts have warned that this coming 

economic collapse will be the largest one ever, much more 

terrible than the Great Depression in the early 1930s that 

led to World War 2. Now imagine if this collapse happens. 

I won't say many ugly things that could possibly happen, 

because it's not about  fear-mongering in the first place, 

but I can tell that with the level of violence and 

degradation of morality in today's society, people could kill

each other over a bowl of food.



Chapter 8:
Zoe

let us united in unconditional love

put the courage in our hearts

to receive complete understanding

through wisdom and revealed knowledge

behold, we are transforming into light

regaining pure consciousness

life has finally found her home

within the bosom of the seekers

test every spirit that comes onto us

whether it is virginal, or counterfeit

whether to strengthen or to deceive

discern its purpose and its fruits produced

rescind the fear factor within self

shift away from selfishness and greed

let our vibrational energy to increase

we shall swallow death as the new dawn arises

Q: Can you explain about the song, the meaning of 

"Zoe" and what do the lyrics say about?

Jeff: "Zoe" (ζωή) means "life" in Greek. It's a feminine 

name that's also quite popular for a person's name and it's 

somewhat identical to the name "Eve" in terms of the 

meaning. When we talk about life, we normally just think 

about biological processes and not quite about the essence 

of it, which is consciousness that transcends this physical 



realm. When we think about the essence, we may face 

deeper questions like: What is life? What makes us aware 

that we are alive? And what makes us alive in the first 

place? Do we really die? So when we came to realize that 

our body, with all its biological functions, doesn't really 

define our life in the first place, we would then wonder 

how much of the understanding about life we can get from 

our perceptions of reality? It's a philosophical question of 

consciousness and existence, that there's so much more to 

life beyond what we perceive through our brain.

We actually don't really die by the time our body ceases to 

function. I now prefer the term "pass away" rather than 

"die" to refer to the state when our body’s biological 

processes stop. We're just passersby in this physical plane 

of existence. And then when the time is up, we'd just cross-

over into the new reality (the so-called "afterlife") while 

our consciousness would still remain intact. Now we face 

the big question: "what really is life?" Consciousness itself 

doesn't equal life, but it is what pronounces life as an 

individual. Through consciousness, we understand life as 

we understand ourselves.

Then when we step back a little bit, and reflect around this 

so-called "reality" in this world. There's the war against 

consciousness going on, perpetrated by the evil rulers of 

this world. For millennia, they have always wanted to keep

us enslaved by keeping us in the "robotic" mindset of 

needs, fear and survival, basically to "zombify" us, to make



us "dead" when our biological processes still work just 

fine. It's the consciousness that gets whacked or "drugged" 

so that we would stay in the state of deep sleep, and even 

when we cross-over (pass away) we might not have an idea

where to go. I’ve read the testimonies of near-death 

experiencers, that some of them say they saw certain souls 

trapped in the dark void with no idea where to go. 

Through spiritual awakening, our consciousness (which is 

"drugged" continuously by the system) gets awakened, and

then we realize that we are so much more than what we are

being told through historical accounts, media, religion, 

education, etc. Then there's an immense shift in our 

consciousness, and this new realization of life is what 

makes us alive, and transforms us from automatons/ 

robots/zombies to become who we really are. All the 

feeling of connectedness or oneness with the whole 

universe and other creations (and thus becoming more 

respectful to Earth, nature, and other biological organisms

like animals and plants) is the outcome of our 

consciousness becoming understand that we are alive. This

is truly the work of the Spirit (the virginal Spirit from the 

Source as opposed to the counterfeit spirit, as mentioned 

in the lyrics).

Q: The artwork of this song shows a butterfly. Is 

there any particular reason or a symbolic meaning

for that?



Jeff: Yes it does. I think the butterfly analogy is a good one 

to explain life that goes beyond a singular form. If we look 

at the metamorphosis process from a caterpillar to an 

adult butterfly, we can see the distinct stages of that single 

organism, each stage that carries a different form 

throughout its development process, but despite the 

differences in forms it doesn’t mean they are different 

organisms between the caterpillar and the adult butterfly 

after the metamorphosis. It merely changes its forms and 

structures, but we see it as one organism. Life itself goes 

through some kind of metamorphosis, and it transcends 

matter which is physical formation within space-time, but 

the consciousness stays and continues as one aspect. The 

moment we cease to exist in this incarnation, we would 

leave our body but that doesn't mean the end of our life, 

because the consciousness stays as we change/switch 

forms from this physical/material/biological avatar we call

as physical body, to the etheric/celestical body (still having

a consciousness of a perceived form/body but no longer 

need to function biologically), then its core which is an 

energy-based entity called soul. And it may return back to 

another physical body, depending on circumstance. In 

other words, life doesn't end at the grave or crematorium. 

So in this understanding, life itself is not an illusion. Only 

our physical/material/biological body that is an illusion as 

part of the greater quantum simulation we call world (with

all our experiences from the cradle to the grave that are 

available for "download" and review as the consciousness 



left its body/avatar —this sort of “life review” can be proven

by the testimonies of thousands of near-death 

experiencers). By the time we recognize this Matrix, I 

mean all the illusory nature of this physical "reality", this 

so-called world, we may then realize what life really is and 

the purpose of all of this. All we need to do is to seek life.

Q: How important is to seek life, and what kind of 

life that we need to seek?

Jeff: It is very important to seek life, in the sense that we 

need to find the way to escape this Matrix of bondage. I 

mean, this whole world (the kind of material/physical 

perception-based reality we experience right now) was 

supposed to be some kind of "experiential school" for the 

souls to grow, similar to the driving or flying simulations 

made for transit operators or pilots. That, alone, isn't evil 

per se. And this current form of life is just a quantum 

simulation, and works pretty much just like a hologram 

(but very advanced indeed). As I explained before, the 

main task is to learn and grow because there are choices 

and consequences from the expressions of free will. But 

due to the corruptible nature of this system (see my 

explanation regarding the system of Sophia on the 

"Testimony" discussion), there are good and evil or 

positive and negative energy polarities that came into 

existence from the state of forgetfulness, and the result of 

the choices to make within the polarities, there are forces 

and rulers/archons who manifest from these good vs evil 



duality. This then enabled the negative energies to creep 

and "hack" into the system and abuse the simulation to 

their own benefits. This is where the bondage of the Matrix

started, and so many souls get trapped and bound where 

they could not get out of the vicious cycle and at the same 

time become slaves to these rulers/archons who hacked 

the system, where they can continuously feed-off the 

energy from the pain and suffering. To me, this is where 

the idea of salvation becomes very important, so that souls

can/may escape from the Matrix, and this cannot be done 

without the intervention from the incorruptible and 

immutable realm where this entire system was modeled or

“projected” from; the Original realm where there is only 

Pure Love and Light and Goodness with no duality in the 

system (no light vs shadow because light encompasses all, 

All IS Light). The realm where everything is One and it’s 

called Silence, and there is no beginning and end. This is 

the realm where God The Father/The Source “dwells” (this

is no longer the concept of physical dwelling place where a 

scope of an entity is limited by our perception relative to 

space, but more like The Father is everywhere as 

everything is One and united). I don’t think we can find 

words to describe. Now back to the topic of salvation: 

Because our soul or consciousness has free will, we still 

need to respond or to give consent to the offer of salvation,

through the embodiment of Christ within our soul or 

consciousness (the way dogma of mainstream Christian 

religion get this understanding wrong as they just stop at 



creed/formality alone and be done with it). Embodiment 

of Christ into our consciousness is the "doorway" so that 

the Spirit (the virginal/pure Spirit that comes from the 

realm of Light) can enter and enable to guide and nurture 

our souls in the struggle to escape this Matrix by helping 

us to express or emit unconditional love wherever we go. 

Remember that soul is a conscious energy being, and 

unconditional love as Christ manifested within is what 

purifies the soul and removes the karmic bondage 

embedded from this system of duality. Unconditional love 

itself is a light energy and that includes forgiveness, and it 

is a very strong energy which can transform the soul into 

light, in a literal way. I need to also explain the spiritual 

implication of repentance. Repentance (in the sincere 

sense) is the first step of the purification for the soul, as it 

would remove our supposedly bad records in this 

simulation (all our thoughts, intentions, deeds and their 

implications are recorded - it’s what some people call as 

akashic records), so that by the time they are 

“downloaded” (and weighed/”scored”) after we pass-

away/leave this simulation, all the records that held bad 

karmic consequences would be gone. I’ve read this from 

certain testimonies of near-death experiencers. 

Repentance is made possible by the grace of The Father, 

through Christ Spirit that works in modifying souls’ 

akashic records, basically re-writing the data.



However, the grand purpose of salvation is not just merely 

to escape this Matrix, but also in order to re-connect to 

The Source/The Father/Universal Consciousness, just like 

detached and fallen branches get re-attached to the tree 

trunk and become one again with the tree (for a simple 

analogy).

Living in this Matrix is very tiring, because we are 

karmically bound within this cycle and many souls are not 

able to graduate due to systematic deceptions from the evil

one that manage keep us in the state of ignorance, so 

certain souls might need to restart and experience this 

simulation again and again to get better "score". Many of 

us already feel that this so-called reality is nothing but 

bitterness, and in many aspects overwhelmingly evil. Some

choose to commit suicide, only to find out that suicide 

doesn't make them to escape the Matrix, as the Matrix 

itself also continues on the souls that are bound even in 

the afterlife. Committing suicide would only lower the 

karmic "score", unfortunately, just like a school dropout 

will automatically fail the final test. This is the moment to 

reflect about where we are and what our souls really need, 

and the knowledge on how to break free from this Matrix, 

and even the whole corruptible system of duality and all 

these "score" system of karma. The life of complete rest 

and freedom from the bondage is the kind of life we all 

need to seek.



Q: You pointed out that the Matrix itself also 

continues on the souls that are bound even in the 

afterlife, so where do these souls "go" after they 

cease to exist in this physical realm? Do you 

believe in the dichotomy of heaven and hell after 

we pass away (only 2 of such places as taught in 

certain mainstream religious dogmas) or there is 

something else? 

Jeff: Well, OK, this is probably a sensitive subject because 

everyone who reads this will sooner or later experience the

realities after leaving the body (the so-called afterlife). So 

please use discretion because some of you may get 

offended reading this revelation. I'd recommend reading 

this only if you're ready for such revelations beyond the 

familiar mainstream narrative transferred through dogma.

Here we go: 

Before I got the new realizations following my awakening, 

I automatically “accepted” the places in the afterlife being 

in just a dichotomy of heaven and hell (of course because 

of the dogma as you mentioned, being subjected to religion

and education): you would enter "heaven" where you're 

supposed to meet "God", and then "hell" where you're 

supposed to be disconnected from such "God" and being 

punished in tremendous pain, and both have eternal or 

everlasting qualities. That’s it. Most people take this kind 

of understanding as-is, and this understanding becomes 

their fear factor affecting their lives and the lives of other 



people. I always questioned that dogmatic narrative 

because there’s something out-of-place with the nature of 

these 3 distinct places we’re only “supposed” to know: 

namely Earth, Heaven and Hell, but I did not care enough 

because my life was already complicated and needed to be 

taken care first. That was the first and main problem of 

being in such a state of deep sleep, having “no time” to ask 

and seek deeper. It was the same problem that happened 

to me for so many years, until recently. And then after I 

received these new revelations and realizations, my 

perception of reality has shifted so drastically. Now I've 

found out there is so much more to the realities of life that 

previously I did not know or care about, because the 

system from the ruler of this world, the evil one, through 

their human representatives who have become the 

physical rulers of this simulation we call world, always try 

to suppress them and discredit them to the extent of we 

really have to seek out spiritually to find the answers, not 

only through the curiosities of the mind alone but from the

depth of the soul. The lyrics of "Hidden No More" tell 

about this issue specifically, about the suppression of 

truth, also about the power of the Spirit that awakens the 

people from the deep sleep and at the same time reveal the

knowledge to them through many clues that we could 

locate and access (Gnosis).

So let me start with our world: As I already mentioned a 

few times before, this physical existence or the reality we 



live in right now is a just kind of holographic simulation 

which functions as a place of learning for our 

consciousness or soul to grow or evolve. Everything we 

perceive is just an illusion or maya. That’s one knowledge. 

The next question is "who's running the show and/or 

who's monitoring this kind of simulation?". This gets us 

closer to the idea of there is/are such other dwelling 

place(s) where there are other beings we call as god(s) and 

angels or “watchers” who oversee this simulation and 

would “receive” and communicate to our "disembodied 

conscious energy" or souls, and may proceed to judge once

we are no longer in the physical body. Some of us would 

call them simply as aliens in general terms. If we stop at 

that, we could somewhat validate most accounts from 

ancient myths that are available for us to study, because 

they point pretty much to the same beings mentioned in so

many ancient myths although in different names, like the 

Annunaki (gods in plural) of the Sumerian myths, or the 

Elohim (also gods in plural) mentioned in the Hebrew 

Mosaic book of Genesis, and many other ancient belief-

systems. They all point to the plurality of such entities 

who wish to be revered by us as gods or masters that 

"own" our souls, in one way or another, and they are kind 

of at war with each “factions” intergalactically as part of 

endless struggles between good and evil, or even between 

factions of the realms that have access to the simulations, 

and that also extends further to some of the simulated 

worlds as well, like ours, which we can find out written in 



the ancient texts that there are disputes on the 

“ownership” of human souls, just like certain slave-

masters fight for the ownership of their slaves. In the 

"gnostic" term (meaning also the early, pre-religion 

Christian term, as used by Apostle Paul in his epistles), 

they are what we know and recognize as archons or 

rulers (with the Demiurge as the lord/master or leader in 

structural hierarchy of the archons, the god of the entire 

system of duality), arch-angels (some also point arch-

angels as being in the same tier as the archons, but dwell 

in the higher heavens so they are of light and are 

benevolent to humanity), and then the lower rank in 

hierarchy called simply as angels/watchers who oversee 

the life in the simulated worlds, these can be either of 

light, of shadows, and even of dense matter.

When I further study the stories shared by hundreds of 

near-death experience accounts (out of many thousands 

that are available in the online database), as well as 

learning from the highly suppressed early Christian 

"gnostic" writings which were discovered buried in Nag 

Hammadi, and to some extent the more recent theories in 

Quantum Mechanics regarding the holographic nature of 

our universe and the existence of parallel universes 

(multiverse), to my surprise they all harmoniously support

each other in giving us tremendous clues and insights that 

can answer many of the questions regarding our world and

universe (and also challenge the “official narratives” 



transferred by dogma and propaganda within the 

mainstream science, history, and religion). The interesting

aspect that I’ve found is that these soul-based entities 

including the archons that dwell in the lower 

heavens/realms (lower dimensions) cannot access the 

higher realms, that these dimensional layers are pretty 

much "separated" based on different frequency range of 

the vibrations, like notes played either in higher or lower 

octaves. The higher the dimension, these entities are more 

of light and of unconditional love (literally shines/emitting

light, hence they are recognized as “beings of light” by 

near-death experiencers), and the lower the dimension, 

the more "dense" and more "physically pronounced" and 

“material” in their appearance (like the figures with dark 

hooded robes, for example), and the atmosphere is felt as 

more intimidating and heavier. In other cases, these 

beings look like dark shadows with the cold an evil 

atmosphere. There are also hellish and torturous realms as

well, in which pure evil, sinister, ugly and smelly demonic 

beings dwell in there. These realms are said to be in the 

“outer darkness” (borrowing from the gnostic term), like 

the shadow opposites of the inner dimensions.

An individual soul may enter any of these realms either 

from any of the inner dimensions/heavens, or the outer 

darkness, depending on where the souls originated from 

and the “scores” on how the soul performs while residing 

in the physical body, which can be measured by its 



frequency of vibration. If you’re familiar with the term 

“raising vibration” or “raising frequency” used in spiritual 

communities, they mostly refer to the soul’s energetic 

vibration that can also help adjust the vibration of the 

body. Before I creep you out, let's put this aside for now.

As mentioned in the gnostic writings, both from the 

Valentinian and Sethian schools of thought, there are 

seven heavens (or you could also say seven layers of 

heaven, or seven dimensions of heaven, or just simply 

seven dimensions) that exist within the corruptible 

system, the system created by Sophia/Logos as I 

mentioned earlier, where the law of its nature is duality 

(light vs darkness, good vs evil, positive vs negative, and so

on), hence the need to balance it all the time. The natural 

balancing system is known as karma, and the enforcer 

(system balancer) is the Demiurge, which is the god of 

these seven heavens and is placed above the archons. Most

religious traditions refer to Demiurge as the highest God 

(and many belief-systems including those within Judeo-

Christian religious traditions from the Roman empire’s 

roots, mistaken the Demiurge ―which is translated in 

English as the Lord God of the Old Testament― with the 

Ultimate God The Father as introduced by Jesus) which is 

OK according to the Valentinian school, because Demiurge

was created by Sophia as a “representation” of God The 

Father within the corruptible system of duality, and is not 

seen as pure evil negative entity as what is perceived by 



some other schools of “gnosticism”. Demiurge is the 

designated name originally by Plato and used by the 

Valentinian school and is said to be in-charge of the seven 

heavens/dimensions of the “Sophianic system of duality”, 

including their simulated realms created within this 

system. By this term “heaven”, it also means the realm for 

soul-based conscious energy beings to dwell, including 

human souls while they are not living in the simulated 

realms. Beside these seven layers of heavens under the 

Demiurge’s authority, there are also countless simulated 

realms (like our world is one of them) that 

“holographically” exist within and between these seven 

layers. There are Paradises within these inner layers (in 

the higher dimensions/heavens of the seven heavens 

where good prevails over evil), each of them functions as 

the place of rest for “graduate” souls that are given 

rewards for their good deeds while they were in the 

simulated world, also as the “waiting place” (I know it’s 

hard to explain the idea of “waiting” because linear time 

really doesn’t exist there) for these saved souls until the 

entire universe of seven heavens is wrapped-up, or as 

place in-between where souls may learn in the higher 

dimensional simulated worlds. These paradises may take 

forms as beautiful gardens along with the places for 

habitation and learning, and these are the places that most

people call simply as “heaven”.



Of course, none of these paradises in the seven heavens 

can be compared to the Ultimate, immutable and pre-

existing spiritual Universe of The Source/The Father 

(called Pleroma in Valentinian school, or also called 

Silence), what Jesus referred to as “The Kingdom of The 

Father” where everything is One and united in pure 

goodness, pure love, pure light. The center of everything 

that exists.

Now, let's focus on our world: the uniqueness of our 

simulated reality is that souls can be redeemed by the 

means of salvation right here, and eventually be brought 

out of the bondage/Matrix, not only from the control 

system of the evil archon who takes advantage of this 

simulated world of physical “reality”, but also to get away 

from this whole system of duality and karma (the “greater 

Matrix” so to speak) in the entire seven heavens or 

dimensions previously mentioned. This is by the work of 

Christ which can be manifested/embodied into our 

consciousness, and through the Spirit that guides in 

transforming and perfecting the souls through their 

spiritual journey, in order to reconnect with The Father.

Q: What is your opinion regarding the concepts of 

Reincarnation and Purgatory/transitory “hell”?

Jeff: In the past, once again because I grew up in 

traditional Protestant Christian religious education, in 

which their dogma doesn’t recognize such concepts (there 



are many religions/belief-systems today who claim the 

Christian label on them, but more than 99% of them 

inherited from the dogma shaped by the Roman empire 

when they took-over Christianity in the 4th Century, and 

much of earlier knowledge of original Christianity has 

been discarded, twisted and perverted). I did not quite 

believe in the ideas of both purgatory and reincarnation, 

just because those were the ideas of “other religions” but I 

did not inquire or study further. But only after the 

awakening and receiving new realizations, I came to the 

understanding that both of these realities may actually 

apply for certain cases, not exactly in their traditional 

textbook religious concepts, and they don’t apply to all 

human souls universally, but yes they exist as part of the 

karmic system. However, there are other “missing links” 

which need to be accepted first in order to understand 

both of these concepts, why they exist and to what extent 

they would be applied.

First of all, we need to understand the purpose of this 

world as some kind of educational simulation for souls to 

grow or to evolve. This knowledge is currently suppressed 

and not many people know. Secondly, due to the 

corruptible nature of this whole system that laid the 

foundation of all the life simulations within the system 

(the system of duality as I already explained earlier), the 

law of karma exists in the nature of the system. 



Reincarnation could happen in a few ways, and I observe 

three distinct cases, at least the ones I want to discuss 

here. (There is also another possible case, but I choose not 

to explain about that right now): 

1. Firstly, for any soul that isn’t able to “graduate” 

because of the severe negative “scores” as it leaves this

simulation (pass-away), by default it has to pay back 

in order to make itself balanced or “neutral” again. So 

that soul in this case would enter the realm of hell or 

purgatory, and get “punished” as the means of paying 

back all the bad deeds up to the point that it gets 

neutral again. The length and severity of the payback 

method depend on the “records” attached to the soul 

(I guess the quantum karmic calculator would 

determine the scoring), and this would apply to the 

soul who had been unrepentant or hateful towards the

Light, so the karmic burden would stay attached as 

bad records are not removed. Then after it gets to the 

neutral state, it has to be “sent back” to the 

school/life-simulator because the soul will still need 

to finish its tasks of learning. That’s one reason a 

particular soul gets reincarnated to another body, and 

I believe that this type of mechanism that gets abused 

by the evil one in order to keep many souls enslaved 

in this Matrix and cannot graduate. The term “soul-

recycling” is referred to this case, and I have to say 

that this situation is evil and works completely against



the evolution of humanity. I believe that the 

intervention from the Incorruptible Realm in the form

of Christ which offers redeeming solution for the souls

(through repentance) is because of this type of 

situation, as what I could interpret from the saying in 

the Gospel of Luke "I have not come to call the 

righteous, but sinners to repentance."

2. Then there is another case with different reason, and 

this reincarnation applies to souls that didn’t 

previously spend time in the purgatory, but were sent 

back because they hadn’t finished their “course” yet 

but for various reasons they had to prematurely 

abandon their bodies (“accidental death” might be the

case for most, like the body is crushed or mangled 

beyond repair which render unusable for soul to enter 

by using that same body). This case can be backed-up 

by many testimonies from people that have recurring 

dreams of past life during certain traumatic events led

to dying, like for example the multiple testimonies 

from young children who told their parents that they 

previously died in the “9-11” event (most of these 

children, who remember all the details and some 

could be confirmed with the facts upon cross-

checking, were not even told about the event). 

3. And then there is yet another reason, the third one, 

and I think this case only happens to either the souls 

who have already “graduated” (already in paradise), 

or maybe even spiritual seeds from the higher realms 



of Light, but they voluntarily agreed to enter the 

simulation again and reincarnate as light-workers 

(like school tutors), especially during the end of the 

evolutionary period of our world or end of the Age, 

like this era (pretty exciting, huh?), in order to assist 

other souls in their very last chance before our current

human species is extinct, to keep focusing on the light 

and love and away from evil deceptions, as they will 

experience all the hardships and turmoils during the 

period of purification/tribulation which I believe is 

happening right now. I believe that these light-

workers are already with us right now. Their missions 

or tasks are diverse, some to clear-up ancestral karma,

in terms that they agreed to take the DNA codes upon 

incarnation with the karmic burden embedded from 

the ancestors’ “unfinished-business”, which are 

passed down through the parental lineage. Because 

their souls are capable to handle the karmic shadows 

and transmute them. Others have mission to become 

a light-bearer, a beacon so to speak, in order to assist 

the human collective in shifting their consciousness, 

in preparation for ascension. 



Chapter 9:
Hidden No More

“recognize what is in your sight, and that which is hidden from 

you will become plain to you. for there is nothing hidden which 

will not become manifest.”

a quest for seeking the truth of our nature and origin

through connecting the dots from bits of clues

what happened to earth back in a distant past

had never been clear enough until the recent times

neolithic revolution was not supposed to happen

without direct intervention from the other dimension

the day advanced civilizations appeared so sudden

the moment imperial domination began to signify

dark forces, malevolent, deceitful authorities

have been here to stay since they merged themselves down

creating confusion, disinformation and suppression

through systematic deceptions we are lured to worship them

when they decided to destroy the seekers’ revelations

they might think future generations will no longer know

there is no such thing as random coincidence

when many hidden clues reappeared after world-war-two

believe in the unmediated enlightenment from the spirit

to assist the soul’s struggle against principalities

blessed are those who continue seeking and learning

while retaining love as the base of their quest



Q: Can you explain the line “though systematic 

deceptions we are lured to worship them”? Who 

are “them” in this case? 

Jeff: They are the control-system, the rulers of this world, 

and they are the “physical” representation of the devil or 

evil archons in this world of simulation. There's a very 

strong and interesting statement on one of the writings 

from Nag Hammadi Library. It's from the one called 

"Gospel of Philip" (Note: It’s neither that Philip himself 

wrote this piece nor the writing was attributed to him, but 

because this anonymously-authored piece had no title, 

only that the name Philip is mentioned in the writing, so 

the people who translated this piece from Coptic to 

English decided to call it “Gospel of Philip” just for the 

sake of identification). One of the paragraphs say quoted: 

"The rulers wanted to fool people, since they saw that 

people have a kinship with what is truly good. They took 

the names of the good and assigned them to what is not 

good, to fool people with names and link the names to 

what is not good. So, as if they were doing people a favor,

they took names from what is not good and transferred 

them to the good, in their own way of thinking. For they 

wished to take free people and enslave them forever."

Now, when we think about deception, once again I have to 

tell, bluntly (because I had been there, so I got this 

impression first-hand from my own experience), that what

these rulers want is to put their claws on certain 



“labels/brands” that would deceive people in the first 

place. No wonder, so many people in this world would fall 

into the hands of the rulers without even realizing. That 

paragraph pretty much explains everything that we can 

observe right now, how the control-system of the world 

always deliver pre-packaged twisted and perverted dogma 

and propaganda in all aspects of the society, and sneakily 

put them into the existing “brands” that carry the good 

image, so that unassuming masses would embed these 

"automatically" into their minds whether as ideological 

stance, religious beliefs, or down to the general mindset 

towards the world and society in general. Of course, within

these aspects of deception, there are always people with 

good conscience who still keep the virtue of humanity 

rather than madness and cruelty, even that they are still 

standing within the perimeter of bondage, as they don't 

quite recognize the deceivers in the first place. But there 

are many others who have fallen into the luring and 

already become slaves and do the will of the 

rulers/control-system (for example: becoming hateful 

towards other people, disrespect to nature and Mother 

Earth, etc.), just because they thought "everything is fine" 

according to the label/brand attached to it, and this is 

what poses the great danger to their souls. These types of 

deceits happen way too often within the major religious, 

ideological and sociopolitical circles, that people could 

become very fanatical to the brand/label up to the point 

they willingly put their entire self and to do everything 



that’s attached to the label. But if we observe closely, their 

behaviours are very typical across the board, as they are 

the byproduct of psychological manipulations or mind-

shaping methods, because the majority of them give direct

consent for the “programming” to work on them. 

These “programming” methods happen in many 

sociopolitical circles, major religions, and educational 

institutions, because many of these institutions (especially 

the larger organizations) have been infiltrated by the 

control-system as part of their systematic programming. 

The same methods are used to “shape” people’s minds 

through movies, TV news, sports gatherings, mass media, 

music, etc. Lots of repetitive words used, lots of elements 

of fear vs pride being put together within the messages, 

some even use elusive subliminal messages, and so many 

other possible instances. We can only trace back from the 

fruits or the outcome. Our mind accepts information 

pretty much like a computer, and only our consciousness 

in the form of intuition can really sense it. Upon realizing 

that phenomena, the biggest concern is that a large 

number of people are deceived into accepting and 

following the dogma and propaganda without being aware 

in the first place, thus bypassing the conscious filters. It 

happens when they put too much trust in any organization 

(whether religious organization, political party, etc.) that 

they thought of as “trustful”, “respectable”, “virtuous”, etc. 

so that they would automatically give consent to whatever 



information that comes into their mind without resistance.

It is very similar to the consent given to the hypnotist, 

mind-controller, or even sexual predators. Many of the 

victims fell into giving consent just because they trusted 

the perpetrators in the first place, or fell into their luring 

methods. 

Q: The majority of people don’t care about things 

which are hidden from them, because they don’t 

realize the importance of the (hidden) truth that 

will set them free. What’s your opinion about this?

Jeff: The control system, the rulers of this world know 

much of the hidden knowledge that we don't, because they 

prefer to hide them from us, the “majority of people”, so 

that they can continue to make us as slaves to their system 

without our knowing. There’s a popular quote from Prof. 

Noam Chomsky which reads: “The general population 

doesn't know what's happening, and it doesn't even know 

that it doesn't know”. This quote really reflects the current 

state of the world, with so many people ignorantly being 

ignorant to what’s going on. It’s not that we as the 

“majority of people” don’t care in the first place, but 

because we have been deeply deceived into apathy with all 

the various distractions and false perceptions to reality. 

The Matrix is very strong. 

There are these secret hidden mysteries and crafts kept by 

certain secret societies (some of which also operate within 



certain religious organizations), that only their certain 

initiates at their higher level of hierarchy would be told but

sworn to secrecy, and the purpose is for maintaining 

domination over the general public. The key is not about 

the things they know, but more about the things we 

(common people) don't know. I mean it’s not the hidden 

knowledge or mysteries that would give them power or 

would shape them to become evil, but our ignorance to the

knowledge and realities of ourselves and this world that 

would place us in the “weak” position and might enable 

them to enslave us. Why? Because once we are being put 

into the state of ignorance, not knowing who we are, not 

knowing about our history, and not knowing about the 

universe, etc., it would be easier for us to be manipulated 

through various false stories for the benefit of the control 

system. If we never know things that they know, it would 

be much easier for them to rule upon us. The slaves that 

don’t know that they are slaves in the first place would not 

resist their masters. And this is where they have ruled this 

world for many thousands of years through various 

kingdoms and empires, and if they found some grassroots 

communities which "know too much" about themselves 

and the world, and these communities would then use that

knowledge in order to wake and enlighten people up 

especially those at the bottom of the hierarchies, these 

rulers would persecute these communities and the 

knowledge would be suppressed and destroyed. The 

reason is that if more people are waking up to the truth 



and the realities of existence, then these people would 

notice the nature of the control system for what they are, 

and these people would no longer trust the rulers, and 

would not easily fall under their jaws. 

There is certain knowledge that they prefer us to be 

ignorant until the end, so that they think we would forever 

be bound. But on the other hand, many of these knowledge

are becoming "accessible" again quite recently, to the point

that the control system can no longer keep them hidden or 

destroy them (that would be too obvious), even that they 

are still very much suppressed. And the reason why these 

phenomena happen, I believe because we live in the so-

called “gnostic times” as we are closing the chapter of the 

present Age and Epoch, the end of the Earth’s current 

dimensional reality, and would go into the beginning of 

the next cycle through ascension process, which would 

include the events of purification and mass species 

extinction before the dimensional shift. During this period,

revealed knowledge (Gnosis) would increase at the 

grassroots level, and many people are awakened to the 

new realizations as they are able to shed all the 

"manufactured realities” placed on them through dogma 

and propaganda by the control system. This is called the 

Great Awakening and it has already been starting since a 

few years ago with many people waking up, and everything

here is spiritual by nature. It is by the work of the Spirit.



Q: Tell us a bit about the quote in the lyrics: 

“recognize what is in your sight, and that which is 

hidden from you will become plain to you. for 

there is nothing hidden which will not become 

manifest.”

Jeff: That quote is taken from Gospel of Thomas, a written 

compilation of the sayings of Jesus that have hidden 

spiritual meanings, many of them also appear on the 4 

conventional gospels which have become part of the New 

Testament. This writing (Gospel of Thomas) was thought 

to have a large circulation and quite popularly used in the 

early (pre-religion) original Christian communities in the 

first 3 centuries. It was then banned, excluded from the 

canon, and copies were destroyed by the authorities of the 

Roman empire when they took over the movement and 

made into official religion in the 4th Century CE. So this 

Gospel of Thomas never made it into the Roman empire's 

“curated compilation” or the canon we now know as the 

Holy Bible of Christian religion. Some copies were buried 

by certain underground Christian communities at the 

times of persecution of the “heretics” (those who didn’t 

submit to Roman empire’s “official version” of 

Christianity) so that the Romans would not discover and 

destroy it, and one was wholly recovered as part of the 

codices found in Nag Hammadi, Egypt in 1945. This 

particular saying resonates very strongly on me, because it 

is about being aware or mindful about what's going on in 



the world, just by seeing or observing the signs which are 

visible to us in plain sight, because no matter how subtle 

these signs might appear, they are actually recognizable, 

but only if we are mindful, only if we have a courage to 

honestly seek, only if we ask The Spirit for a wisdom to 

discern from all the information we get.

Gospel of Thomas is a very spiritual, esoteric writing that 

is excluded by the mainstream Christian religion post 

Roman empire’s establishment (and until now, still being 

tagged as “heretical”, “fake” and other negative things by 

the mainstream church organizations). But this writing 

has influenced so many spiritual communities outside 

Christian religion nowadays, because these sayings can act 

as some kind of “compass” to the gnosis.

Back to that quote, the quote also explains that no matter 

the control system or the evil rulers of this world want to 

hide the truth, the real history of the world and the 

knowledge about the universe from us the general public, 

and try to keep us in the state of ignorance and deep sleep, 

in the end, they will not succeed because truth will 

eventually manifest itself directly as gnosis to the seekers. 

You can really see it right now, everything is falling into 

place. Things are unfolding. The crimes against humanity 

done by the rulers at the governments, the royals, religious

authorities, famous politicians and celebrities, bankers, 

lawyers, corporate CEOs, and so on, have come into 

surface and getting exposed.



Chapter 10:
Apocalypse: Quantum

Resolution

"have you discovered, then, the beginning, that you look for the 

end? for where the beginning is, there will the end be."

end of age is approaching, but have no fear

as this corrupt world has to pass through singularity

upon the dawning of the new heaven and earth

when matter will be resolved back to its roots

mass extinction is inevitable during cosmic deconstruction

better to break down than to keep corruption a status quo

as this realm is bound within the matrix of perceptual illusion

in the midst of inter-galactic war of the archons

see the spacetime collapsing, forms be met with dissolution

entropy leads to the process of quantum resolution

those who surrender to love, experience grand ascension

through the spirit, souls shall receive complete purification

passengers to this physical plane of existence

soon we will say goodbye to our mortal fetters

through water that cleanses and fire that purges

our seeds shall become one with the light eternal

lift the life out from the thick clouds of ignorance

which will be done ahead of our wishful sight

be grateful in the spirit, as the time is arriving now

saviour is coming without warning, like a thief in the night

only love survives when atoms disintegrate

only love remains in our consciousness

embrace the extending waves of the god particle

passing through heavens as the new earth is forming



Q: This particular song, appropriately called 

“Apocalypse: Quantum Resolution”, talks about 

mass extinction as part of the process of 

purification (deconstruction and reconstruction 

of the cosmic elements). How do you see the whole

issue of Climate Change right now, and the 

possible mass extinction in apocalyptic 

proportions? You wrote the song "Sanity Away 

from Sanity" (from 2018 album “Deeper 

Underground”) to cover this issue, and although I 

don't see the familiar message of "hey, together 

let's save the Earth" on the lyrics, as they tend to 

deal more with the gloomy realities of possible 

human extinction. What's your opinion on the 

current movement, like the Extinction Rebellion 

and Greta Thunberg suddenly appeared on 

surface? and also the other end, like the climate 

change deniers?

Jeff: First of all, I believe we're in an abrupt climate 

change, right now as we speak, but I'd rather call it "Earth 

Changes" now because that would include everything like 

earthquakes, volcanic activities, and so on, not only 

limited to climate alone. I believe that the Earth is alive 

and conscious as well. It is a living entity, it is not dead. 

North American natives have always considered Earth as 

alive, so they put a huge respect to it by living 



harmoniously with nature. We call Earth as Mother 

because it nurtures life, and only what is alive can nurture 

life, just like a (living) mother breastfeed her child. I mean,

how do you define "alive" or "dead"? We're all holograms, 

living in a simulated world. Our physical "reality" is made 

by atoms, and an atom is the smallest particle of matter 

made only by waveform of energetic vibrations from the 

same charged subatomic particles which can no longer be 

perceived. We even share the same molecular and atomic 

compositions as the Earth, like water, carbon, etc. To 

consider the Earth as dead and that we are somewhat 

"justified" to exploit it is plain absurd! It is beyond 

ignorance, because there's a sense of exceptionalism type 

of arrogance to it as a human species. The same way 

people justify themselves abusing animals or fellow 

humans because they perceive themselves as superior. 

Now on the question if humans can create climate change?

Of course we can and we actually do. Because the Earth is 

alive, so when it gets abused terribly it will react as a 

response to the abuse. Just like when you cut down trees 

on the hill, during the rainstorm it will create disastrous 

landslides, the same thing you could get an infection from 

doing Brazilian wax. Well, it may not be a correct analogy, 

but just for getting to the point. Right now, with all the 

intensities of the rainstorms, extreme drought, forest fires,

weird temperatures, melting of ice and glaciers, etc. we get

the big picture about how they are part of the Earth's 

"response" to our abuse. The Earth is purifying herself 



right now, and it's for the greater good, because that way 

we can see ourselves in the mirror and ask ourselves 

whether we contribute positively or negatively to the Earth

as our nurturer, our mother who gives us food and water 

and oxygen to breathe.

On the other hand, I personally think that we are in the 

very last moment in our time, so this whole thing will lead 

to the mass extinction of many species on Earth, including 

us the so-called Homo sapiens sapiens, just within the 

short-time period from now, possibly within this 

generation. Of course, this reality may freak some people 

out and they have the very right to be freaked-out, but the 

bottom line is that even though we are all going to become 

extinct within the next 10 to 50 years from now if not 

quicker, there's no need to be afraid. Just take it as a grace,

because the Earth has been abused and has been ruled by 

evil forces for far too long. Our world on this Earth is 

already broken, and it is irreversible because our space-

time property is linear (there are theories in Quantum 

Mechanics that suggest the possibility of multiple 

simulated worlds that share Earth as their “base”, but run 

at different range of frequency vibration or dimensions 

and so different space-time properties). There's already 

too much suffering by continuing to live in this status-quo.

It has to be renewed in the sense of getting rid of the rotten

elements that caused the destruction of our world to the 

point of inhabitable. Only the evil ones want to continue 



living here because it is their domain to continue ruling, 

their only playground, and they need us to feed-off our 

suffering and pain as their source of energy. They need us 

to exist in order for them to continue ruling over us. They 

need us to exist so that we continue to become their slaves.

But I've got good news for you: according to my 

realizations, the Earth will get purified and rid herself 

from all the negative entities once it is done with this 

dimensional vibration and will proceed to the higher 

dimension with higher vibration. We’re already in the 

process right now. It is called ascension. The mechanism, 

I'm not sure, but it could be with passing into the point of 

singularity while only the information that can be 

preserved for the higher dimension will survive and 

maintained. But because all of this physical reality is 

holographic and behaves pretty much like a hologram, it 

can be renewed just like you would restore your data from 

the infected hard-drive once you cleaned-up the virus. The 

world will somewhat restart as in upgraded version of the 

simulation. 

Back to the topic, in my opinion, there are 2 “opposing” 

powers within the ruling class that react differently 

regarding this climate-change and coming mass 

extinction. First, there's a "freaked-out camp" who just 

realize their time is short, and if human species is going 

extinct, who will rule over mankind? That makes them 

realize, like "shit, we need to stay alive so that we can stay 



in power". That is also why there's already crazy talks 

about colonizing Mars, and also the transhumanism 

agenda of connecting organic human with the artificial-

intelligence. How absurd is that? And what’s all the point 

of creating artificial intelligence (AI) humanoids, if it’s not 

because these evil rulers want to keep in control and they 

are losing their grip? And there's the other crazy camp who

is already drunk with unlimited power and getting “high” 

from all the energy taken from human suffering, so that 

they're automatically in denial. So now you've got the 

"deniers" and the "freak-outers", both trying to influence 

people to their benefits. To be honest with you, I don't 

really want to jump into all that "Greta Thunberg hysteria"

or the whole Extinction Rebellion thing targeting today’s 

youth, nor the opposing, right-wing camp who refuse to 

believe in any change in Earth so that the exploitation to 

the Planet can go on forever. Everything is most likely 

manufactured, created from the top, from the ruling class. 

That's why there's no such same type of hysteria when 

countries in Middle East got bombed and millions of 

people die from endless wars and regime changes. But, 

however, we can see that as a kind of mirror, in order to 

see ourselves in it. This is a good time to reflect. Are we 

really on the highway to extinction? and if so, what can we 

do when we know we are going to face global catastrophe 

right in front of us? The lyrics of "Quantum Resolution" 

really talk and reflect on this. Humanity is beyond human 

species, and even beyond this holographic, simulated 



reality. That's the important point that people should be 

aware of.

Q: Does it sound a bit nihilistic or apathetic to just 

"accept" extinction? as you said that extinction is 

actually part of the process of humanity's 

evolution.

Jeff: I embrace human species extinction in an open heart.

Not because I'm nihilistic, well it could be misinterpreted 

as "nihilistic" if you only believe that this physical reality, 

this realm of life, is the only life that exists. I don't believe 

in that. This human species does not define humanity. Our

body is merely a fetter, or an illusionary avatar carrying 

consciousness or soul while within the simulation. That 

"Greta Thunberg hysteria", whoever shaped her in the first

place in order to further "shape" or fool the minds of the 

general public by the support of mainstream mass media, 

smells too much of a sinister agenda for me, and sadly 

many people fall to that. Most likely in order to steer the 

youth away from being peaceful and caring/loving, and 

replace or add anger, angst, and even the madness of 

despair. You know because all of the sudden they have all 

the funding to promote that “message” and all the 

mainstream media jump together cover the “circus”. 

Remember, and this is spiritual stuff: If people are full of 

peace and love in their hearts, the collective energy of that 

could challenge the evil energy from the devil and its 

emissaries. Archons feed-off/harvest human energy 



whether it's "pseudo positive" (ecstasy, euphoric hysteria, 

false worship/adoration) or negative ones (suffering, fear, 

anger, despair, etc.). Love and joy are of God the 

Father/Source, and humanity possesses that really really 

strong spark of Light energy. But this Light energy needs 

to be "activated" in order to "starve" the devil or negative 

archons. Right now, I observe that people are being stirred

into emitting negative energy (whether from anger, fear, 

despair, etc.) through the mainstream media.

I would say that this Earth related message can still be 

"brought" one way or another, though some form of 

activism, but the best way to do that is to mobilize people 

to emit the positive energy of compassion and show love 

and respect to our Earth Mother as a conscious entity. 

Something I've seen missing in that regard if we keep 

barking "how dare you!". I mean those who exploit the 

Earth to the max won't be moved, and they can shout back 

"we don't care!". It has to be all about attracting like-

minded people to respect our Earth Mother, our life-giving

planet (some call by the name “Gaia”), and to respect life 

in general. If we treat life with love and respect, there 

would be no exploitation. We can't focus our entire energy 

just to confront those who do evil with the hope that they 

may change course, most likely they won't, but we can 

change the energy of those who suffer (as we are one of 

them) from negativity into positivity. Accepting that we 

are in pain, and that we will never give up loving and 



caring even if we continue to suffer. That would affect the 

collective energy, not in order to reverse what’s already 

broken, but to practice the acts of respect to our Mother, 

our nurturer. The Earth will undergo abrupt changes as it 

is ascending into the new dimension, and that change will 

include the human species as well. 

Q: So, an extinction of our human species is not 

the same as an extinction of humanity. We can't 

confuse between the two.

Jeff: Exactly. This is the most important point, to make a 

huge distinction between human species and humanity. 

Human species is holographic or illusory in nature, while 

humanity is not. Human species is an avatar or vehicle for 

human soul/consciousness in order to learn humanity 

within this world of simulation. That being said, for our 

world right now, an extinction of the current human 

species is needed as part of the purification process, in 

order for the world to be "replenished" (think of this as an 

entire OS/operating system upgrade that would include 

the quarantine of all the viruses infecting the current 

system), and for humanity to move on and evolve naturally

without any parasitic disruptive elements. The notion of "a

shepherd separating the sheep and goats" during the end 

of the world is also about this, because that way, the so-

called "human souls" (all souls that currently reside in 

their bodily avatar of human species) will be separated 

according to their essence, or what they’ve become when 



the time is up. The period of purification is the process of 

that separation and it is happening now. Right now we are 

already at the stage of global purification, and soon we will

witness the removal of the dark entities and all the evils 

that reside within the ruling elite. A new human species 

with upgraded DNA to perceive the new Earth within 

higher dimensional realities will appear after the Event of 

the so-called Singularity, some say upon passing into the 

photonic belt. So the extinction of the current human 

species will be followed in parallel by the dawning of the 

new, upgraded human species. Then the old Earth will be 

retired for good. Actually, certain souls, called “the elect”, 

will not need to leave their body (going through the 

“death” process), and they will be transformed directly by 

receiving new DNA activation and upgrades in order to 

perceive the new realities of Earth in the higher 

dimension. They are chosen to prepare the new Earth by 

either building the new infrastructures and also to later 

accepting new souls that will be incarnated there as their 

children. Remember, everything we perceive as form is 

only a holographic illusion. So we can imagine as we would

see the upgraded avatar in the video game with new set of 

capabilities to continue on the next stage of the game.

On the other hand, the idea of an extinction of humanity is

"satanic" in nature, because the goal of the evil one and its 

minions is to kill or delete the humanity from human 

species and turn it to just a "power plant" for them to suck 



the energy from (to become a battery as portrayed in The 

Matrix movie), while connecting human mind to be fully 

hack-able and controlled by artificial intelligence. Basically

to turn humans into energy slaves, or power slaves. The 

very idea of transhumanism itself aims toward this goal. 

That's the reason they really hate human consciousness 

and for many thousands of years have waged war against 

it. They hate to see our consciousness grow and shift from 

ignorance toward goodness, humanity, and toward The 

Father.

So, that's why when we observe the current state of the 

world, it seems that those in power want to keep human 

species to continue so that they can continue to rule, 

basically extending their status quo. That's because they 

(those in power) know that the time is very short, and that 

human species is going to become extinct pretty soon. 

They are afraid of losing their avatars (host bodies) to rule 

and also at the same time losing their slaves. And also 

there's even more sinister idea of reducing the human 

population to a "sustainable level" like what, 500 millions?

Of course, this idea also carries the same satanic goal so 

that these rulers, those at the top of the pyramid can 

continue to rule over people as long as they want.

Q: Can you explain more about humanity's 

evolution past the extinction, and why is it 

necessary for our human species, the current one 



called Homo sapiens sapiens, to be "restructured" 

(or "resolved") into the newly evolved one?

Jeff: Evolution is a natural part of progress in this 

simulation, but our species was "created" (or for lack of 

better term; "modelled" or "fashioned") many thousands 

of years ago as a kind of archon-level intervention; an 

accelerated non-natural planting and fashioning of new 

species through genetic engineering. Yes, our species can 

be considered as GMO, genetically modified species, but I 

won't explain much about that right now. The evil one or 

the trickster (Enki/Ea from the Sumerian & Akkadian-

Babylonian mythology, later also called Prometheus, and 

Lucifer in other myths), had idea in mind in order to 

exploit and make us work for them as slaves (called "lulu 

amelu" in the Sumerian tablet, meaning “primitive 

worker”) in building the civilization & empire here on 

Earth, as we posses intelligent/cognitive capabilities that 

are higher than proto-human great ape species originated 

from Earth. That was needed for physically building the 

advanced civilizations that would benefit them in the first 

place, before they themselves later on “merged down” with

our species (another set of intervention), so that they could

physically rule over us on Earth as gods through their 

bloodline. On the other hand, only about 8.2% of our 

species' DNA that are currently active or functioning, so 

they must have put the limit of our potential.



Now, as we are entering the next chapter of the 

evolutionary period for Earth, everything will be resolved, 

and humanity will get its chance to "reenter" the new 

Earth (the same one, although our world on this Earth will 

exist in a higher vibration and thus shifting to a higher 

dimension). This explanation seems otherworldly, but 

once again as I explained earlier, everything here is 

holographic in nature and we’re living in a simulation, so 

data can be preserved while at the same time the basic 

elements are resolved into the new particles. A version 

upgrade of the simulation. This is where the evil and all 

the dark souls residing in certain human bodies, and the 

archons associated with that will get banished, sent to the 

prison-planet far away from our galaxy, and prevented 

from accessing this whole new, higher dimensional 

simulated world on Earth. They'll get stuck in the third 

dimension of dense matter, and only those who embrace 

the Light and practice unconditional love (embody the 

Christ within) are able to “ascend” to the higher 

vibrational plane of existence, and eventually, to ascend 

(in a proper term) toward The Father/Source, and to 

become one with the pure Eternal Light outside the whole 

corruptible system of duality. It is necessary for many of 

these souls currently on Earth to continue to learn 

humanity through this next step of the evolutionary 

process, so that they will be given a chance to either 

voluntarily reincarnate or resurrect into the upgraded type

of human species (a more advanced/updated version, shall



I say, with entirely active DNA) where things will function 

differently: in a much much more spiritual in nature. I 

believe that the consciousness will stay, they will not forget

what they have learned in the lower dimensions, maybe 

even down to the physical likenesses and the talents (DNA 

data that are good could be preserved and the bad ones are

wiped away), so that they will remember their past life and

build the next experience from what was left-off. Actually 

the Book of Revelation (chapter 20) in New Testament 

explains this in brief, although we may need to read it 

spiritually as well to understand it from the perspective of 

Quantum Mechanics about the holographic nature of this 

universe, to really "get" how that "mechanism" would 

work.

We can also read a number of stories from near-death 

experiencers, some were given the snapshots about the 

Earth's future after the renewal, and to my surprise, they 

were shown that people will live harmoniously and in 

peace both within themselves as well as with the nature 

and their habitat, and most communications will be 

telepathic. They are able to astral travel at will. 

[Additional discussions added below, taken from 

June 2020 Q&As, updated in March 2022]

Q: 2020 seems to be a hell of a year so far, and 

here we are only halfway through it. I agree what 

you previously said about the Earth changes and 



the end of the Age, and how everything may 

render a direct effect on the whole "social fabric". 

But specifically, do you have any opinion 

regarding the recent protests against racism, 

police brutality, etc. that happen almost 

everywhere in some western countries, right at 

the same time? 

Jeff: What I observe and learn from my own personal 

research, the issues of racism and law-enforcement 

brutality especially in the USA have existed since the very 

beginning, since its foundation, because the U.S. is the 

nation-empire which bears the characteristics or traits of a

typical empire. These two are only a few of so many other 

overlooked, unrecognized, and normalized symptoms of 

the same disease. But the symptoms are not the disease 

itself. In this case, the disease is much deeper and much 

more sinister and evil than what most people realize. As 

one may follow down the "rabbit hole" (borrowing the 

term from "The Matrix") from examining the roots of these

symptoms in order to find the core of the disease, one also 

may find out that everything leads to something spiritual 

and of "non-human" origin dating back many thousands of

years ago when the entire system of "advanced 

civilizations" appeared so sudden (called Neolithic 

Revolution, as I already explained about in earlier 

discussion), where slavery, monetary/financial system of 

debt, establishment of monarchy, political structures, 



military, wars, etc. became apparent and used to feed the 

"physical development" of such civilization. It is the base 

or foundation of the whole system we live in, part of the 

"structural design" in order for this type of "civilization" to 

sustain itself and then transforming to become an 

"empire" through conquest and expansion by stealing 

other lands and resources, of course at the expense of all 

the sacred lives of Earth Mother and her inhabitants. This 

means certain elements in the society, mostly those at the 

"bottom of the pyramid", are "sacrificed" so that the 

system can grow or develop. The sickness lies in the 

foundation and is embedded in the psyche of the nation or 

empire as it spreads to the entire elements of society. 

Dr. Martin Luther King Jr., which many of us recognize in 

his "I have a dream" speech, also later on came up with the

less-popular term, "Triple Evils", in identifying the 

sickness within the society that is tied in the system itself. 

These are Racism, Militarism (leading to violence, wars, 

war-crimes & genocides), and Economic Exploitation (the 

unhinged system of hyper-Capitalism, utilization of wage 

and debt slavery, the rape of Earth to extract natural 

resources, all leading to extreme poverty and deaths). 

According to Dr. King, these triple evils are inter-

connected and can't be fought separately on its own. They 

are visible within all dominating empires of the world from

many thousands of years ago.



You may expect me to explain some conspiracy theories 

behind these protests. Of course, it is very much possible, 

because the mainstream media all jumped on the issue 

right away, just based on one trigger (George Floyd's death

on camera), when in reality there are many similar cases 

have been committed almost every day. It might be 

possible that it was originally a kind of "set-up" to provoke 

racial tension (basically to create civil war), because the 

current empire is dying of its own evil disease so they are 

getting more and more ridiculously evil just to maintain its

losing hegemony. That's why almost immediately there 

were "agent provocateurs" tried to incite riots and chaotic 

situation, but it didn't happen the way the "top-level 

players" wanted I guess, and instead lots of people 

continue to protest and these protests were heading to the 

"undesired territory" from the perspective of those at the 

top, because it seems more people have started to question

and take issues about colonial and imperial past of the so-

called "western" nations, not only stop in a mere "racial" 

issue. I see many young people begin to obtain knowledge 

for themselves, instead of becoming the "fighting pawns" 

of the ruling elite. When a society is fighting racism, it is 

beneficial only to all the individuals who sincerely fight it, 

because that would make them to reflect upon themselves 

and correct the moral course in seeing and treating fellow 

humans, and that is definitely good for their consciousness

to grow in a positive way (bear in mind: many doing it just 

for opportunity, like the celebs and some politicians, to 



carry the agendas of the ruling elite). Same thing with 

those who oppose police brutality, violence and 

oppression. Upon reflection, those who fight it may realize 

that violence and oppression will not serve any society, 

other than the ones who benefit from it (namely, those at 

the "top of the hierarchy": the oligarchs, the ruling elite), 

so they may embody the opposite traits upon themselves 

and become better persons within society as they 

themselves will oppose the use of violence and brute force 

to oppress others. The benefit is for human consciousness, 

and I believe that The Father has the plan for that, to win 

over and bring as many souls as possible into the Light. 

For many, this event is the soul's preparation for what's 

coming ahead, namely the Purification time that will kick-

off as the current Age is ending.

As for the system itself, hope people will realize that it can 

never be fixed by fighting the symptoms separately, as it 

has never been "fixed" since the advent of civilization a 

long time ago. All empires are doomed to collapse as they 

can never sustain themselves that way, I mean using the 

same exploitative system it was built upon. We are 

currently witnessing the collapse of the final empire on 

Earth. They have lost their power to conceal their evil 

deeds and can no longer able to manipulate and exploit the

masses as they wish, because many people all over the 

world are waking up to the truth and thus bringing the 

light in the collective consciousness. 



Q: Now what about the pandemic? 

Jeff: I did some research on my own not long after the 

news came up last February, not just accepting false 

narratives from the so-called "mainstream media", and I 

found there are many inconsistencies and half-baked 

theories regarding when the virus first spread, and where, 

and also whether its origin was "natural" or "by design". 

One thing that's certain, is that there was a simulation of 

the pandemic held in New York, called "Event 201". That 

was in October 2019, before the news broke out even in 

Wuhan. Also many people have had unanswered questions

regarding what actually happened at Fort Detrick bio-lab 

in Maryland, USA back in July 2019 when it was shut-

down, and then soon after, leading to the multiple 

reported deaths from lung disease around the area, in 

which the authorities blamed vaping as the cause. There 

are so much truths that are suppressed, the sinister 

agendas that are run behind closed doors, leading to so 

many conspiracy theories came up (which, of course, some

could be fabricated as "decoys" by the same players at the 

top), but there are many shocking evidences that the virus 

itself is a bio-weapon. The COVID is a smoke-screen, 

planned as means to establish control to the whole masses,

The virus itself is not a hoax, it does exist. Some strains are

more deadly than the others and some countries 

"received" more than the others, but the virus didn't 

originate naturally as a result of people eating bats or 



other wild animals over there in China. Actually it's a 

deliberate, but controlled, bio-lab modified SARS virus 

and the product of various labs around the world. This 

COVID thing is a double-edged sword, the evil idea from 

the ruling elite (very well connected to "The Great Reset" 

agenda by World Economic Forum in Davos) was to 

establish more control to public, like through the 

surveillance and what I call it as "movement trackers", also

to kill small businesses and cash-based economy, and then

to push fear into the public so that in the end people will 

accept vaccination. It's all about complete domination. The

"new world order" they have always said. There are many 

new evidences that came up recently regarding the 

vaccine, especially the capabilities of altering people's 

DNAs through the graphene-oxide nanoparticles. And 

with those over-the-top ridiculous campaigns throughout 

the whole mainstream media and social media, enrollment

of the vaccine passports, vaccine mandates, plus extreme 

censorship that happen at the same time when people even

start to question this narrative or ask the effectiveness of 

the vaccine for example, many more people start to 

wonder if what they were told by the media and 

governmental officials (to really fear the virus and the 

"pandemic", and to accept the continuous shots as the 

ultimate “way-out”) was actually a deliberate evil global 

agenda. Everything has became too obvious now. People 

are not that stupid. Many people have been awakened just 

because of this event alone. And in the past few months, 



there are reports that more and more numbers of people 

have died because of the shots, with reports ranging from 

extreme blood clots to myocarditis, strokes, and heart 

attacks. Hundreds of doctors have now spoken up to 

oppose these shots, even though they would risk having 

their license revoked. We've seen so many individuals 

collapsing on live TV, from athletes, to news anchors, to 

performers. This is a global conspiracy, and this whole 

sinister agenda has begun to get exposed even though 

corporate mainstream media still try to suppress all the 

information coming out. I'm not surprised if very soon 

everything regarding this agenda will be exposed to the 

general public, and then followed with mass arrests. This 

is part of a spiritual warfare, but the Light has won in the 

cosmic realms, it’s just a matter of time that we will 

witness the complete collapse of evil in this world.



Chapter 11:
Pneumatic Union

father, mother, i am yours

the key has been found, it is love

to experience and share love is the only purpose 

of life in this holographic existence

nothing else matters in physical reality

our body is merely a fetter; an illusionary avatar 

preset by the biological software called dna

but we are driven by the divine energy: 

our consciousness, purely eternal 

...and i am now ready to return to my true home: 

and joining the light where i came from

Q: Can you explain about the lyrical line “the key 

has been found, it is love”? Is love the ultimate?

Jeff: After realizing that we live in a simulation, where 

everything that is seen and perceived, including our body, 

is merely a holographic illusion, we can't help but figure 

out whether this sort of "reality" has any meaning at all. 

But as we seek further, it turns out there is a great 

meaning, because our consciousness/soul can go further 

beyond the grave as our consciousness doesn't really die, 

so we can extract the essence from all our experiences 

here, the essence that we can attach to our consciousness 

after we leave the body. The essence that transforms our 



soul into light. That very essence is unconditional love, so 

yes it is the ultimate. It is the character of The Source/The 

Father.

Our only goal is to love unconditionally (true love is always

unconditional, because putting a condition on love would 

take away the "true" part of it) and to avoid the rat race. As

written in the lyrics; "nothing else matters in physical 

reality", there's really no point in participating in the rat 

race like going after jobs that offer high incomes, or the 

need of getting millions of followers and likes on 

Instagram or Facebook based on exhibiting physicality or 

body that goes rot as soon as the blood stops running, or 

anything related to material achievements and 

possessions. Furthermore upon we realizing that all of 

these civilizations and empires and their entire 

exploitative systems are of the “fallen watchers/angels” 

origin that’s alien (pun intended) to Earth’s original native

inhabitants, there's no point in pursuing the image and 

vanity and all sorts of material "excellence" because we 

weren’t naturally exist to demonstrate such affairs in the 

first place. In the end, they don't matter. They can only 

distract us from pursuing the excellence for the soul or the 

essence of the consciousness, which is to embody love and 

to share love around us. We can use all we have, all the 

talents and skills and our material gains, for this purpose 

towards the good. The fullness of life we should be looking 

for isn’t material at all because matter is illusory (as we 



found out), but it is spiritual. So, love is the momentum 

which can be applied on all our experiences while in this 

simulation, especially because of the evil in this world that 

leads to all sorts of suffering, ugliness and destruction, 

love itself works as an agent of transformation.

Q: How about this “biological software” called 

DNA? Do you think we can alter it somehow, or 

how can we resist the tendencies that are 

imprinted within the DNA, like for example 

excessive sexual drives, hormonal aggressiveness 

or other tendencies towards violence, in relation 

to obtaining the higher aim which is to love 

unconditionally? Most of the time the DNA could 

work against that aim.

Jeff: I watched a documentary a while ago, which had an 

interview with Dr. Gabor Maté. On that particular 

interview, as explained by Dr. Maté, I just realized that a 

person’s DNA data can be “modified” by the environment, 

in the sense that the DNA data isn’t always hereditary in 

nature and a “hard-imprint”, but also can be somewhat re-

written during the course of one’s life, and then becomes 

hereditary (to be passed-on to the descendants). One good 

example, is that stress, lifestyle and dietary choice, if not 

managed properly, can make a person get various illnesses

and hormonal imbalances, including cancer. Then from 

there, the person’s DNA will have the corresponding 



sickness embedded in the data, which then can be passed 

on genetically through the sperm or egg.

Now, when seeing DNA as a “software” within our bodily 

avatar in this simulated world, we can see this pretty much

as a software update that will determine the overall 

performance of the computer. To answer the above 

question, I would say yes we can somewhat “alter” or 

“update” our DNA data, not through the lab-based genetic 

modification, not even though drugs or hormonal 

injections, but through our own conscious energy as well 

as our dietary and lifestyle choice. There is no excuse for 

being bad by just claiming in having a “bad gene”, 

something like “my dad is a serial cheater, so I have 

natural tendencies toward cheating”. We are all affected by

our own DNA which may create these biologically-driven 

tendencies, but at the same time we’re capable of 

embodying positive energy (just as simple as being grateful

and peaceful to self everyday), and we can consciously 

choose to have a good diet and healthy lifestyle, and be 

away from any unnecessary stressful environment or 

circumstances that create fear and envy. All of these can 

alter the data in our DNA over time. 

Q: About “pneumatic union”, a quick search on 

the web gives us the meaning of “pneuma” as 

spirit. So what does it mean with “spiritual 

union”? Does it refer to the “lower self” (soul 



consciousness) being finally united with its 

“higher self” (spirit consciousness)?

Jeff: Pneumatic union is the union of the soul and spirit, 

or yes as you mentioned, between the “lower-self” and its 

“higher-self”. This is the essence of salvation, which is not 

only to escape from the bondage of The Matrix, but also to 

rejoin The Light. Right now, most people don’t recognize 

the difference between soul and spirit, just because the 

knowledge of this has been intentionally “obscured” 

(hidden by the rulers, the control system). The soul is 

basically our consciousness that currently “resides” within 

this holographic universe (the Sophianic system, the 

corruptible system of duality which has roots of positive 

and negative energy interactions). There’s the whole 

cosmology regarding the fall of Sophia or Logos in which 

“lower-self” came to exist “separated” from its core or 

centrepoint that is within the Realm of Light and the Unity

with The Father. This cosmology is a bit complicated to 

explain, and I don’t think one can claim to have a full 

knowledge about this process of separation of 

consciousness. One thing I can explain here is that when 

we talk about consciousness that takes place within this 

whole holographic system, whether in this simulated world

(within the incarnated body/avatar) or in its other “form” 

that may manifest outside of the simulated world but still 

within the corruptible system, depending on which 

dimension/heaven or realm it resides, this “conscious 



energy” is called soul or some may refer to the “lower-self” 

known with its separateness or isolatedness, and it is the 

“image” of the true self. The “lower-self” is what we 

normally call it as soul, a.k.a. the consciousness that 

carries the memories from the individual experiences 

while living in the simulation(s), and at the same time this 

is the “type” of consciousness that may get reincarnated 

into another body/avatar to obtain some more 

experiences. Some people refer this to “memory 

consciousness” because it is the part that’s attached to the 

experiences, and in the case of our world that has fallen 

into the hands of the evil one, gets sick and corrupted with 

the “virus” in which it has to seek help or assistance to get 

healed and out of the bondage.

And then there’s the so-called “higher-self”, which refers to

the real-self (as opposed to the “image”), the primordial 

consciousness that has always been connected in Oneness, 

outside of this holographic universe. Without uniting to 

the “higher-self”, the “lower-self” in itself will perish 

because it is just a mere “image” of its real self, so in this 

case it has to be united again with its “higher-self” so that 

the consciousness will exist eternally within the 

union/communion of the Light. In the Valentinian 

terminology, this unification process is called “The Bridal 

Chamber”, and it is an important process of salvation 

because this is the process of restoration to the essence of 

humanity as the children of The Father, to become united 



in and as Light. The Grand Unification or Holy Marriage 

so to speak. The bonding of our (currently “separated” and

“isolated”) individual souls together to form the spiritual 

essence. We can think this process as the branches of the 

tree that once separated and fallen but get reattached to 

the tree (and thus become one with the tree once again). 

There are parables in the New Testament that illustrate 

this process, like the return of the prodigal son into his 

home and his father, as well as the ten virgins. The parable

of the ten virgins also has other revealing substance, 

because of the number of wise virgins (which is 5 of 10 

total) that are able to enter the wedding after meeting the 

bridegroom because they had prepared to keep their lamps

on (while the other 5 doesn’t make it at the end, due to 

their lack of oil in their lamps). This parable specifically 

mentions the state of plurality (not just one virgin) and the

corresponding isolatedness of each individual, and also 

explains the concept of unification between the separated 

individual lower-souls, but not until they meet the 

bridegroom which enables them to enter the place of the 

wedding, in the sense they can't do the unification 

themselves without the bridegroom.



Chapter 12:
Quotes & References

 “Hence the saying: If you know the enemy and know 

yourself, you need not fear the result of a hundred 

battles. If you know yourself but not the enemy, for 

every victory you gained you will also suffer a 

defeat. If you know neither the enemy nor yourself, 

you will succumb in every battle.” —The Art of War 

by Sun Tzu (Chapter 3 Verse 18)

 “We can easily forgive a child who is afraid of the 

dark; the real tragedy of life is when men are afraid 

of the light.” ―Plato

 The Allegory of the Cave - from Plato's writing, 

"Republic" [YouTube video Link]

 “The sole purpose of life is spiritual growth, and that,

put simply, is the process of learning the wisdom and

power of universal, unconditional love. All of the 

dogma of various religions just get in the way by 

infusing a judgmental and egotistical brand of 

separatism that satisfies man's archaic and barbaric 

disposition. In the end, the only things that matter is 

the people we help and the people we hurt. This 

revelation is not fully understood until we return to 

the Plains and examine it under the light of absolute 



truth.” —Ron Kruger (NDEer/near-death experiencer,

from his published book called "A Higher Good")

 Thought snippet on Propaganda [Instagram Image]

 Holographic Universe: How space-time is built by 

Quantum Entanglement [science article at phys.org, 

2015]

 “The Matrix is a system, Neo. That system is our 

enemy. But when you're inside, you look around, 

what do you see? Businessmen, teachers, lawyers, 

carpenters. The very minds of the people we are 

trying to save. But until we do, these people are still a

part of that system and that makes them our enemy. 

You have to understand, most of these people are not 

ready to be unplugged. And many of them are so 

inert, so hopelessly dependent on the system that 

they will fight to protect it.” —Morpheus (character 

from movie "The Matrix", 1999)

 “The general population doesn't know what's 

happening, and it doesn't even know that it doesn't 

know” —Prof. Dr. Noam Chomsky

 Holographic Universe - introductory explanation 

[YouTube video Link]

 Understanding A Holographic Principle in Quantum 

Mechanics [YouTube video Link]



 Quantum Mechanics 101: Double Slit Experiment, 

Quantum Entanglement, Many Worlds Theory, etc. 

[YouTube video Link]

 “When the Demiurge, the god of those who know not 

the true God, further wanted to imitate also the 

boundless, eternal, infinite and timeless nature of the 

original eight Aeons of the fullness, but could not 

express their immutable eternity, being as he was a 

fruit of the defect, he embodied their eternity in 

times, epochs and great numbers of years, under the 

delusion that by the quantity of times he could 

represent their infinity. Thus truth escaped him and 

he followed a lie. Therefore his work shall pass away 

when the times are fulfilled.” — Valentinus (circa 100 

- 160 CE)

 Jesus said, “Recognize what is in your sight, and that

which is hidden from you will become plain to you. 

For there is nothing hidden which will not become 

manifest.” —Gospel of Thomas (banned from the 

official canon, and was thought to be completely 

destroyed by the Roman authority in the 4th/5th 

Century CE, until a copy and another fragments of it 

discovered in year 1945 in Nag Hammadi, Egypt)

 “The Savior said: All nature, all formations, all 

creatures exist in and with one another, and they will

be resolved again into their own roots. For the 

nature of matter is resolved into the roots of its own 



nature alone.” —excerpt from Gospel of Mary (banned

from the official canon, and was thought to be 

completely destroyed by the Roman authority in the 

4th/5th Century CE, until fragments of it discovered 

in the 19th Century)

 "The rulers wanted to fool people, since they saw that

people have a kinship with what is truly good. They 

took the names of the good and assigned them to 

what is not good, to fool people with names and link 

the names to what is not good. So, as if they were 

doing people a favor, they took names from what is 

not good and transferred them to the good, in their 

own way of thinking. For they wished to take free 

people and enslave them forever." —excerpt from 

Gospel of Philip (probably a Valentinian writing 

originated from the 2nd to 3rd Century CE, and was 

thought to be completely destroyed by the Roman 

authority in the 4th/5th Century CE, until a copy of it 

discovered in year 1945 in Nag Hammadi, Egypt)


